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Pipedream announces European

‘Elite Distribution Partnerships’

letter
from the editor
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Hand-selected distribution partnerships streamline supply chain in Europe

One of the industry members we interviewed for
this issue of EAN likened
the corona epidemic
to a stress test for the
industry. That statement
is undoubtedly true, even
though we still have no
way of gauging how much
damage the crisis has
done to the industry as a
whole. Therefore, it is still
too early to make assumptions about the losers and
the winners of this crisis,
no matter how clearly the
roles seem to be distributed from a certain point
of view. At this moment,
nobody knows what is yet
to come, and the sense of
uncertainty lingering in the
industry is so thick you can
cut it with a knife. Also,
many people feel that dividing the market into losers
and winners at a time like
this is wrong because in
a global crisis, everybody
loses. So, whatever your
take on the current
situation is, I think we can
all agree that this ‚stress
test‘ is far from over.

West Hills, USA – Pipedream Products is proud to announce its highly anticipated Elite Distribution Partnership program, a streamlined international network comprised of a strategic
selection of European distributors.

F

ollowing more than a year of planning
and preparation, this program is
designed to improve stock availability,
giving retailers even more reliable access
to Pipedream Products’ top-selling
European SKUs. Pipedream’s exclusive
selection of Elite Distribution Partners
is the result of a rigorous Request for
Proposal (RFP) selection process. These
Elite Distribution Partners will carry the
full range of Pipedream European topsellers and are committed to servicing
retailers with dedicated marketing support
designed to increase brand exposure and
boost sales.
Pipedream is happy to announce that
its first two Elite Distribution Partners
in Europe are SCALA and Debranet. A
subsequent announcement will be made
about an additional partner.
The launch of the Elite Distribution

New Summer 2020 discount packages
Wadgassen, Germany
- ST RUBBER is now
offering two new
Summer 2020 discount
packages. Savings of
up to 71% are possible.
That means: do not hesitate, but grab!

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Johnson
06
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Partnership program follows the debut of
Pipedream’s brand-new state-of-the-art
Netherlands-based distribution center.
This new facility was designed to help
reduce customer lead times, allowing the
European market to receive Pipedream
shipments faster and more efficiently,
with fortified customer service. “The
Pipedream leadership team is proud to
announce our exclusive Elite Distribution
Partners and make our European
distribution network official,” Pipedream
CEO Matthew Matsudaira said. “This
announcement comes after more than
a year of planning and development,
involving a strategic investment in
Pipedream, our international facilities,
and adult retailers around the world. We
appreciate everyone’s support with these
major developments, and we are excited
and ready for what the future holds.”


If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s
customer service will be
happy to help under the
telephone number: +49
6834 4006-0 or simply visit
the online shop: www.strubbi.com.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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EDC Wholesale team back on the road after lockdown
Visiting clients in Europe
Veendam, The Netherlands - The EDC Wholesale team is back on the road to visit retail customers throughout Europe, keeping
in mind the COVID19 regulations per country.

T

he EDC Wholesale team is protecting
themselves and the customers by wearing
masks during each visit and also maintaining
the social distancing rules. Usually the team
travels to visit customers and trade shows, as
personal contact is a key factor in the sales
approach of the company. “We have had to
change our sales strategy during the lockdown
period as we were not able to travel, with the

main priority of keeping everyone safe.
Now that the corona restrictions have
been relaxed, we are looking for more
ways to connect with our customers.
There are many options, like virtual
product presentations, zoom meetings,
personal visits to the shop, etc. We are
flexible and willing to think along with the needs
of our customers“, Andre Visser says.

#1 MALE ENHANCEMENT
RCC WHOLESALE
SUPPLIERS OF
S E X U A L H E A LT H
PRODUCTS

RED STALLION KEEPS YOUR
CUSTOMERS COMING BACK
FOR MORE!

• High repeat sales - repeat customers spend 65% more money
• Effective formula - proving to be a market leader
• Maximum ingredient amounts for fast, effective results
• 100% safe, natural ingredients backed by clinical studies

WWW.RCC-WHOLESALE.COM | TRADE@RCC-WHOLESALE.COM
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XR Brands expands Strap U Series with
new Silicone Dildo & Harness Sets

New designs include Groove harness featuring a vibrating & rotating silicone dildo
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands has expanded its Strap U collection of high-quality and
affordable harnesses and dildos with new designs made to appeal to shoppers of all experience levels – including those looking to add some vibrating tech to their strap-on.

T

he new Strap U additions offer quality
construction at some of the most
competitive prices on the market.
Newest to the line is the 10X Groove
Harness with Vibrating & Rotating Dildo,
which features a dildo equipped with 3
vibration intensities and 7 vibration patterns, all accessible on demand with the
included wireless remote control. Adding
some gyration to the wearer’s hip thrusting motions, this velvety smooth dildo
fits neatly into an adjustable harness that
keeps things snug and in control during
play. This set is made with high quality
materials and includes everything shoppers need to get started right out of the
box. Also new is the Charmed 7.5 Inch
Silicone Dildo with Harness, an affordable
set that features a dual-density dildo with
a slender yet fulfilling shape. This charming
strap-on set’s dildo is made for comfort
over size that fits into a durable fully adjus-

table harness made to keep things secure
during thrusts. The premium dildo feel
plus the security of the adjustable harness
gives users the full strap-on package. The
Brazen 8 Inch Silicone Dildo with Harness
set includes a fully adjustable heavy-duty
harness and a thick, premium dual-density
dildo for a satisfying experience that both
the giver and receiver can enjoy. The Brazen set is easy to strap on so users can
get straight to business – simply adjust the
harness for a snug fit and secure the dildo
via the silicone ring. Both the Charmed 7.5
Inch Silicone Dildo with Harness and the
Brazen 8 Inch Silicone Dildo with Harness
feature a heavy-duty harness built for
durability, ready to stand up to the most
dynamic pumping action, and adjusts to
most body sizes. Charmed and Brazen
each come with two silicone rings that
allow users to upgrade or downgrade in
dildo size.

Get flexible with the new We-Vibe Nova 2
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
ready to order at SCALA: the We-Vibe
Nova 2. This rabbit-style vibe is super
flexible and adaptable, hitting all hot spots
with ease.
The rabbit-style vibe comes with an
ergonomic clit stimulator that offers
08
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maximum flexibility. This means that it
bends and moves with the body, as the
shaft of the vibe teases the G-spot. The
flexible Nova 2 is USB-rechargeable and
made of soft, skin-friendly silicone. The
design is also compatible with the WeConnect mobile app.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Playharda Wholesale is bringing

Evolved Novelties to the UK
www.PlayHarda.uk
Chester, England - To coincide with the launch of
Playharda’s brand-new website and the introduction of their new accounts manager, Violet Fenn,
the company is pleased to be offering Evolved
Novelties to retailers in the UK.

“O

ne of my favourite things about the Evolved range is the packaging”, said Daniel
Miller, Company Director of Playharda Wholesale. “The standout, bold but elegant design
and premium feel of the boxes make Evolved
a brand that I know customers will fall in love
with. The products look great
whether displayed on a shelf or
sold online and I think it will be a
real hit with our clients.” Evolved
has a varied range of products
from rabbits and butt plugs to
love eggs and vibrating panties.
Best of all, the entire Evolved
range includes a 5-year warranty for your customer, giving
them peace of mind during their
purchase. Violet Fenn, Accounts
Manager said: “It’s an absolute
pleasure to be working with
Evolved to bring their range of excellent products to a wider audience. A particular favourite
of mine is the ‘Four Play’ set – bullet vibes are
always popular, so to have the option of several
different attachments at a very reasonable RRP
is brilliant for both customers and retailers.” “I’m
very excited to have the Playharda team on
board as Evolved’s UK distributor”, said Steve
Sav of Evolved Novelties. “They have a curated
selection of product currently in their range and
Evolved’s brands fit in perfectly.”

2007-012
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ETO Show cancelled
The next fair is scheduled for summer 2021
Coventry, England - The ETO show planned for this September has been cancelled due to
the corona epidemic.

H

ere is the original statement by ETO
organizer Jonny Kirk: Dear Friends,
You may have seen the UK Government’s publication of ‘The Next Chapter
In Our Plan To Rebuild’, which outlines
its ambitions to return to ‘normality’ over
the coming months. It clearly states that
October is the earliest that conferences
and business events will be allowed to
take place in the UK, and only then if the
downward trend continues and there is
no ‘second wave’ of Covid-19 cases. This
means that we cannot stage the 2020
ETO Show at the Ricoh Arena in Coventry
in September, as we had planned to do
following the postponement of the event in
March, when the Covid-19 crisis brought
much of Europe to a halt. We have
therefore been faced with no choice but
to postpone the event until 2021 and we
have chosen 13th/14th June 2021 as the
new dates. I sincerely hope these new dates are convenient for you and that you still
want to join us at the event. The industry

is desperate to get back to doing business
and we hope the 2021 ETO Show will play
a vital role in putting suppliers in front of
buyers again, as it has done since it was
first staged back in 2005. YOUR STAND
SPACE IS STILL VALID AND WILL BE
IN THE SAME HALL AND UNDER THE
SAME CONDITIONS AS IF THE SHOW
HAPPENED THIS YEAR. While the mainstream media has been carrying ‘sex toy
sales boom during lockdown’ articles over
the last few months, we know only too well
that many businesses in the industry have
endured extremely challenging times. So
if there is anything you think we can do
to assist your business over the coming
months please do let us know, because
we very much appreciate your loyalty to
the show. If you do not want to join us at
the 2021 ETO Show, please let me know
as soon as possible so that the space you
reserved can be offered to another client.
Kind regards, Jonathan Kirk
(Organiser ETO Show)

Hanover, Germany - Since the first
eroFame in 2010, exhibitors have
reported that they get mails by
companies who claim to be offering
an attendee list for the eroFame trade
show in Hanover. The eroFame
strongly advises a not to buy such

a list. The mails get send out from
mail addresses using such domains
as octantech.com, businessleades.
com, carelist.info, tradesways.com
or oct10expoleads.com. There is no
attendee list available for purchase or
otherwise.

Warning of fraudulent attendee list for eroFame

10
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Kheper Games releases

NEW
0596884

new catalogue

Stronger demand during the crisis
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. has noticed a
are all trying to cope with. Adult games sales are
skyrocketing!

0596868

very strong trend during this awful pandemic we
VIBRATING &
THRUSTING

eople need something
to do at home, and
Kheper Games, Inc. has
over 200 options for them.
Specifically, adult party
games, drinking games,
and sex games are all
performing strongly and
selling at 200%+ over end
of spring/ early summer numbers for similar
months in previous years. Kheper Games Inc.
also has just updated their online catalog as
well that includes their summer new releases
as well as releases from earlier in the year. It
can be found at their Kheper Games website.
All new products are in stock and shipping. “It’s
bittersweet.” explains CEO Brian Pellham. “As
awful and devastating as this virus is, we’re able
to take pride in what we’re doing to help people
stay home and stay safe. Our wide variety of
flexible group games allow adults to entertain via
video chat, or in small groups. With many states
having closed bars or limited social events, and
countries that are still just easing out of their
lockdowns, we are appreciative that consumers
are looking to our brand to offer them something
to do at home. We first saw a swell in sales of
our romance games during lockdown, and now
the party, drinking and pot-themed small group
games are taking off. This is the busiest June
and July we have ever had!”

VIBRATING &
ROTATING

VIBRATING &
PULSATING

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Realistic vibrators
Realistic look
Velvety soft silicone
Seamlessly smooth
Completely odourless
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Panty Vibrator with a remote

control from ‚Sweet Smile‘
New at ORION Wholesale

Flensburg. Germany - Clitoral stimulation is an important part of sexual pleasure for many
women. This might be the reason why lay-on vibrators are so popular for external stimulation.

N

ot only are they perfect for solo sex,
but they’re also for fun to use with
a partner as well. Furthermore, some
models can also be worn discreetly inside
panties because of their anatomical shape. Just like the new Panty Vibrator with a
remote control from ‘Sweet Smile’ for example. The purple, anatomically-shaped
lay-on vibrator fits perfectly around the
vulva and can be worn discreetly inside
panties. The 10 vibration modes can be
controlled via the remote control. This
can be especially exciting if the partner is
given the remote so that they can control
the vibrator. The Panty Vibrator can also
be used to liven up bath time too because
it is waterproof. It can be recharged with
the included USB cable. Batteries are

included for the remote control too.
All the sex toys from ‘Sweet Smile’ are
made out of high-quality silicone with a
velvety soft PU coating. They are delivered in a cardboard box that also has
a description of the product in various
languages on it as well. The toy can be
seen behind the blister packaging once
the front of the box has been opened.
The front of the box has a practical magnetic fastener. Not only is the packaging
eye-catching and guarantees a sale, but
it can also be stood up or hung up with
the hanger in the middle. More products
will now fit into the sales space because
they’re more compact. They also take
up less space when they’re in storage
as well.

Spice up the erotic fun with Happy Diva
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Spice
Me Up Stimulating Gel by Happy Diva is
now exclusively available at SCALA. This
stimulating gel promotes blood flow and
leaves a delicate tingling sensation that
lasts for approximately 10-15 minutes
after application. To prolong the ‘buzz’,
you can re-apply the gel if desired. The
formula has been dermatologically and
clinically tested, ensuring it’s fully body-safe and gentle on sensitive skin. The
12
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gel is also compatible with silicone toys,
in case you want to spice up your playtime! The Spice Me Up Stimulating Gel
by Happy Diva comes in a handy “Press
& Play” pump bottle, making it easy to
dose and apply. The exterior packaging
of the gel is fun, flirty, and inspired by
mainstream makeup and drugstore
brands. Meaning it won’t look out of
place when you leave it lying around on
your nightstand or bathroom sink. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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SCALA is Pipedream Products’

newest ‘Elite Distribution Partner’
Pipedream‘s full product range is available

Wijchen. The Netherlands - SCALA is honored
to have been named a Pipedream Products Elite
Distribution Partner.

T

his makes SCALA one of few European
distributors that can exclusively deliver the
award-winning brand to retailers in their region
- and gives SCALA customers unrestricted
access to Pipedream’s full product range. As
a new Pipedream Products Elite Distribution
Partner, SCALA will stock the full brand
portfolio, including best-selling collections
such as Wanachi, Fetish Fantasy, PDX Elite,
Icicles, Anal Fantasy, and more! “We are
thrilled to join forces with Pipedream Products
in this exciting new partnership. At SCALA,
we want to give our customers access to
the best brands on the market, offering a
curated assortment of must-have products
with profitable potential. Pipedream Products
is a worldwide leader in adult novelties, with
outstanding brand recognition, and fits in
perfectly with our first-class line-up of brands,”
SCALA states. “We are happy to have SCALA
as one of our Elite Distribution Partners and
part of our recently unveiled international
distribution network, designed to give retailers
faster and easier access to Pipedream’s
top-selling brands,” Pipedream Products
CEO Matthew Matsudaira said. “SCALA and
the rest of our Elite Distribution Partners will
carry the full range of Pipedream European
top-sellers and have committed to providing
retailers in their regions with dedicated service
and support - all with the goal of boosting
sales and enhancing brand recognition
internationally.”
13
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We-Vibe launches new
and improved Nova 2
Blended orgasms
Berlin, Germany - The best rabbit vibrator — according to New York Magazine, Women’s
Health, Good Housekeeping, Prevention and others — just got better.

W

e-Vibe introduces Nova 2, the next
evolution in a true dual-stimulation
rabbit vibrator. Offering constant clitoral
contact with new flexibility and custom
shaping for explosive blended orgasms,
Nova 2 provides an experience that
goes beyond what any classic rabbit can
deliver. The state-of-the-art ergonomic
design includes an all new adjustable
internal stimulator to fit more body shapes
and the softest, most bendy clitoral
stimulator yet for truly uninterrupted
pleasure. Nova 2 is available since July
13th. “Rabbit vibrators are incredibly
popular, and with so many products on
the market, standing out in this category
is no small feat,” says Johanna Rief,
Director Public Relations at WOW Tech.
“But the research has shown that despite
their popularity, other rabbit vibrators
continuously fall short of consumer

expectations, and fail to deliver on the
orgasms they promise. Nova has always
been different. People have said it’s given
them blended orgasms in less than 5
minutes. And now Nova 2 will introduce
them to a whole new level of pleasure
entirely.”The new Nova features an
ergonomic design with a clitoral stimulator
that flexes with every thrust to ensure
constant contact with the clitoris and
added stability even during the wildest
moves. Meanwhile, the internal stimulator
adapts perfectly so that the pressure
and vibrations are right where they need
to be. The shape is easy to adjust and
stays in place once the perfect fit is
found, ensuring non-stop, comfortable
one-handed pleasure inside and out.
This customized dual stimulation leads
to a uniquely powerful blended orgasm,
unmatched by any other rabbit vibrator.

Gemüse – the five strongest

vegetables on earth by DUSEDO
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Vegetables
are well-known for being good for your health. However, some vegetables stand out
from the rest with additional proven features
and benefits, such as the ability to vibrate
with 10 different functions or reduce the
risk of breaking when heavily used. These
vegetables are the Vibrating Veggies by
14
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Gemüse and they can now be ordered from
DUSEDO. Available in five different kind of
vegetables; The Cucumber, The Carrot, The
Corn Cob, The Eggplant and The Red
Pepper. These high-quality products
convince through soft touch feel silicone
and a high powered vibrating motor. They
are rechargeable and IPX5 waterproof. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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M.D. Science Lab thanks

partners for Swiss Navy’s growth
New products to be released soon
Los Angeles, USA - Parent company M.D. Science Lab would like to extend its sincere
gratitude to their loyal customers for the Incredible growth spikes of its Swiss Navy line of
lubricants, supplements and creams.

S

wiss Navy has consistently seen mass
growth over the last several months
and pledges to continue to meet their
customer demands with top-notch service.
Swiss Navy would like to let its partners
and customers know that their team is
here for them and are happily ready to
meet each of their needs. “Swiss Navy
has never been busier, and we couldn’t be
more thankful for the support of our loyal
partners. We are working around the clock
to ensure we are never out of stock and
meeting the expectations for the demand
of our brand,” said Briana Honz- Watkins,
V.P. of Sales and Marketing. “We have a

collaborative team that is taking our business to the next level and can’t wait to unveil our plans. Until then, we will continue
to work hard and strive to offer the best.
So, thank you to all of our supporters,
we appreciate you more than you know.”
This announcement is the first of many
as M.D. Science Lab plans to unleash an
awe-inspiring line of new products that will
be sure to impress its customers and their
clientele. The high demand and steady
growth of Swiss Navy has allowed M.D.
Science Lab to focus on the expansion
into new exciting product lines starting with
a top-secret release in January 2021.

Lovehoney collaborate with Nytelse

on new podcast campaign
Bath, England - Sexual wellness brand
Lovehoney are excited to announce the
collaboration between Norwegian sex toy
retailer Nytelse and their new podcast
campaign. Through the magic of an iTunes
feature image, the podcast’s host will be
shown immersed in a bath of hot pink
happy rabbit vibrators helping to bring the
podcast’s fun, open personality to life.
Nytelse’s ‚Klimaks‘ is a new weekly podcast from sexologist Maria K. Ebbestad,
which probes everything to do with sex,
featuring a variety of exciting guests and
16
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sexperts each week, who discuss everything from masturbation and sex drive,
to anal sex and swingers.Nytelse wanted
to create a feature image for the podcast
which popped out amongst the busy iTunes feed, helping them stand out from the
crowd compared to other podcasts.
A Nytelse spokesperson says “The colourful vibrators from happy rabbit were a
perfect match for this photoshoot, and the
result looks amazing. The Klimaks podcast
premiered on the 29th June, and was a
huge success right away.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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XR Brands’ Moby dildo makes

headlines after theft caught on Camera
Massive dildo stolen from Las Vegas Deja Vu Boutique in broad daylight

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has made headlines once again after its famous
3-foot-tall Moby dildo was stolen from Las Vegas’s Deja Vu Love Boutique in broad daylight.

T

he theft of the 50-pound Master
Cock product was caught on security cameras middle of July and sparked
a massive search for the thief, which
included mainstream media attention and
a $1,200 cash reward from Deja Vu staff.
The incident was reported July 14 and stated that a man walked into the Las Vegas
store, slung the massive dildo over his
shoulder, and rushed out of the store to his
car. Concealed by a face mask, the man is
unidentifiable on security footage, and Deja
Vu staff are still searching for the thief and
their beloved Moby dildo. The XR Brands
team have offered to replace the big-ticket
item free of charge. “There are almost no
words to describe Moby; it might very well
be the biggest dildo in the world and we’re

sad to learn that this happened at Deja
Vu,” XR Brands President Rebecca Weinberg said. “This massive cock is known
industry-wide for its eye-catching size and
lifelike detailing, and many of our customers use it as a prop, centerpiece, and
conversation starter at events and in their
retail locations. We know it was a popular
part of Deja Vu‘s store display, and we are
happy to replace Moby free of charge while they search for leads. We wish the Deja
Vu Love Boutique team in Las Vegas the
very best!” Moby measures 35.5 inches
high and 25.5 inches in circumference and
weights more than 50 pounds. Made of
solid PVC, Moby is an attention-grabbing
member of the Master Cock brand and is
available in Black and Beige colors.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - If you want to
upgrade your assortment with bang-ontrend pleasure providers, then get explicit
with CalExotics’ Naughty Bits! This playful
collection of toys features modern artwork
with a cheeky, explicit twist; making it a
real eye-catcher in any in-store or online
display! The CalExotics Naughty Bits
collection is exclusively available at SCALA.
The fun collection contains a fantastic
selection of pleasure products, each with
their specific, explicit message, such as
‘Bad Bitch’, ‘Fuck You’, ‘Just The Tip’,

‘Oh My G-Spot Vibrator’. Some of these
vibes feature stylish graphic prints, whilst
others come with printed slogans that
send a clear message, like ‘Screw it’.
From sleek vibrators to petite bullets with
maximum power: there is a Naughty Bit
for every cheeky preference… SCALA
customers profit from unrestricted access
to this trendy new collection. Each design
in the Naughty Bits collection is made of
premium materials, has multiple modes
of vibrations, and comes in sleek, Slatwall
compatible packaging. 

Get explicit with CalExotics’ Naughty Bits
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EDC Wholesale is investing millions
Expanding storage and production capacities
Veendam, The Netherlands - To be prepared for further growth, EDC Wholesale, is investing
almost 4 million euros in expansion. With the construction of two new halls totaling more
than 3000 square meters and the arrival of an extra packing machine, the storage space will
be increased significantly, and the production capacity will be doubled.

T

he company wants to be ready for future growth. Last year, EDC Wholesale
already had a turnover of more than 33.4
million: a growth of more than 50 percent
compared to 2018, when 21 million was
converted. Further growth is expected in
the coming years. For example, the Beate
Uhse label - EDC took over the online
activities of the German erotic group last
year - has grown considerably. In 2019,
the turnover amounted to about five million
euros, for this year the target is around 18
million euros.
In addition, the current corona period has
provided the company with important
insights. Due to initial supply problems
from China and the boom in orders, the
crisis was a logistical challenge. At times
there was a sales growth of 162 percent.
EDC had to make every effort to process
the orders.
“Corona has taught us how important
it is to anticipate changes in the market
and to have the ability to build up a larger
inventory. We want to be prepared for a
possible second wave. In this way we are
also less dependent on any problems with
suppliers,” explains CEO Eric Idema.
The company has outgrown its current
warehouse, a building of approximately
8,000 square meters. That is why two
halls will be added in Veendam. The first
28
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hall, measuring 650 square meters, will be
built this summer and should be ready in
September. The second hall will be built
next summer and will be significantly larger
with 2,400 square meters. The expansion
allows EDC Wholesale to store a much
larger stock of erotic articles. Idema: “This
gives us enough space for a stock of
one year instead of three months. That
measures up to the intended growth and
objectives for the coming years.” Not only
the storage space, but also the production capacity is expanded. Currently the
company uses one packing machine
and one packing street, soon that will be
two packing machines and two packing
streets. The production capacity is going
to be doubled. In addition, larger boxes
can be packed. 95 percent of all orders will
soon be packed by machine. “Our logistics
department is operational 24 hours a day,
so that the machines are used optimally,”
says Idema. The expansion is expected
to employ some thirty to forty employees.
They will work in the new halls that are
built in the most sustainable way possible.
Ultimately, the halls must be self-sufficient
and generate as much energy as they
consume. Solar panels are placed on the
roof for this purpose. Due to the insulation,
heating in the halls is not expected to be
necessary.
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Automoblow
World’s first pleasure device for self driving cars
Seattle, USA - Male Tesla owners will soon face a new option after engaging Autopilot:
whether or not to pleasure themselves. The Automoblow is a mount that allows Tesla
owners to connect the Autoblow A.I. to any Tesla model’s cup holder so that it may be used
while self-driving.

T

he Automoblow is vertically and horizontally adjustable to accommodate
all body types and rotates 180 degrees
so that it may be also used by the front
seat passenger. Although self-driving
cars are relatively new, the technology will
soon be ubiquitous and drivers will have
to decide how to spend time previously
used controlling cars between destinations. With the launch of the Automoblow, people will, for the first time, have
the option to masturbate on the way to
important meetings and prior to or after
stressful events such as dental appointments and funerals. Long road trips will

no longer be monotonous. Automoblow
inventor Brian Sloan said, “I know some
people will tell me that this invention is
unnecessary but I believe those same
people, had they been born earlier, would
have been late adopters of electricity and
the automobile. Artificial intelligence, as it
is used in self driving cars and even in our
male sex toy, frees humans from mundane tasks and allows us to spend our time
in more productive ways or in leisure. As
self-gratification is a popular leisure activity and controlling a car is not particularly
enjoyable, it is self-evident that many men
will choose to buy an Automoblow.”

Debranet honored to be named Pipedream
Products ‚Elite Distribution Partner‘

Hencida, Hungary – Debranet is honored to have been named a Pipedream
Products Elite Distribution Partner, one
of few European distributors selected
to exclusively deliver the award-winning
brand to retailers in their region. “The cooperation between Pipedream Products
and Debranet dates back more than 10
years now. We are really glad to take this
relationship to a higher level with mutual
benefits for both parties. In addition we
consider this as a win-win situation for
30
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basically everyone, including European
retailers and customers as the biggest
winners now supported with an experienced and professional team. “Debranet
CEO Zoltan Body said.
“We are happy to have Debranet as one
of our Elite Distribution Partners and part
of our recently unveiled international distribution network, designed to give retailers
faster and easier access to Pipedream’s
top-selling brands,” Pipedream Products
CEO Matthew Matsudaira said. 
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XR Brands expands Booty
Sparks collection

Affordable, lightweight anal plugs embellished with rainbow gems to add flair to the derriere
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has expanded its popular nickel-free aluminum alloy
Booty Sparks collection with glittery Rainbow Prism gems, giving retailers even more flair
made for derrieres!

T

hese spade-shaped plugs are adorned
with a light-catching multi-colored gem
at its base, available in round and heart
shapes, and come in a variety of sizes
for anal beginners and pros alike. Booty
Sparks Rainbow Prism Gem plugs are
available in two shapes and multiple sizes
so anal players of any level can bling out
their booty! The round design is available
in three sizes: Small: 2.8 inches long, 1
inch wide; Medium: 3.2 inches long, 1.3
inches wide; and Large: 3.7 inches long,
1.5 inches wide. The flirty and playful
heart-shaped design is available in with
sizes: Small: 2.8 inches long, 1 inch wide;
Medium: 3.2 inches long, 1.3 inches wide.
The Rainbow Prism Gem plugs join the
Booty Sparks line’s five pre-existing booty-tacular designs: Black Rose, Red Rose,
Red Heart Gem, Clear Gem, and Pink
Gem. Each Booty Sparks plug is made

with non-porous aluminum alloy and ABS
plastic. Each plug features a slim shaft for
comfortable and secure wear. Thanks to
their aluminum alloy construction, each
Booty Sparks plug is temperature sensitive
and can be warmed or cooled to create a
variety of sensations. Booty Sparks anal
plugs are non-porous and clean easily with
mild soap and warm water. “Booty Sparks
has always been a hit and we love finding
new ways to add some bling and dazzle to
these popular anal plugs,” XR Brands President Rebecca Weinberg said. “Sexy and
playful designs, a variety of sizes, the potential for temperature play, and body-safe
aluminum alloy – all with a budget-friendly
price tag. We are thrilled to expand Booty
Sparks with the striking Rainbow Prism
gems, which appeal to an audience looking for the firmness of a metal anal plug
but with a softer visual appeal.”

New anal plug from MASTER SERIES
Wadgassen, Germany - The new anal
plug ‘Ass Goblet Hollow’ of the brand
MASTER SERIES is now in stock at ST
RUBBER. The comfortable, rounded
opening makes it easier to penetrate, so
that the wide part of the plug can also be
easily inserted. Once inserted, the hollow
34
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plug leaves nothing to be desired when
pushing and/or watching. If you have any
further questions, ST RUBBER’s customer service will be happy to help under
the telephone number: +49 6834 4006-0
or simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com.
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Lovehoney reflect on a first

virtual AVN show
Five days of online meetings

Bath, England - AVN is always an important date in Lovehoney B2B’s diary, and following
the news that this year’s show would be taking place virtually, the team were keen to catch
up with customers and see how the event differed from other years.

A

cross the five days of online
meetings, group presentations and
workshops, the team showcased the full
Happy Rabbit collection, including their
three latest rabbits, the G-spot Stroker,
Curve Power Motion and Realistic Dual
Density as well as their new butt plugs
which will be shipping in October. They
also showcased their new Fifty Shades of
Grey collection which will also be shipping
in October, and received great feedback
on the environmentally friendly packaging
for the new Bondage pieces in particular.
The team chatted through their
upcoming marketing plans, with the
ten year anniversary of the Fifty Shades
Of Grey collection coming up in 2021.
Furthermore, Lovehoney’s support for
retailers was discussed, covering point of

Sabrina Earnshaw,
Sales Manager at
Lovehoney

sale materials, testers and digital assets,
such as Happy Rabbit social media
images. They also highlighted their virtual
training offerings, which are designed
to help customers become experts in
the products. The team found that one
of the biggest advantages of the show
going virtual, is that it allowed the event
to reach a bigger audience, as they got
to meet attendees who do not normally
attend trade shows. Sabrina Earnshaw,
Sales Manager at Lovehoney comments
“Lovehoney B2B uses shows such as
AVN as an opportunity to catch up with
current customers as well as meeting
potential new customers that we look
forward to building a relationship with.
The only thing we missed was enjoying a
cocktail with everyone!”

It’s time to Get Real with the new Double Dong
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
ready to order at SCALA: the Get Real
Double Dong. This dual-ended dong
offers double the intimate fun, and can be
used for solo play or to share the fun with
a partner. The new Get Real Double Dong
is available in two sizes: 14-inch and
16-inch. The new Double Dong from the
Get Real by TOYJOY collection features
36
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a double-ended silhouette for twice the
intimate pleasure. The Double Dong is body-safe and made of high-quality, phthalate-free PVC. The design features many
realistic details, such as pulsing veins and
well-defined rounded heads. Flexible yet
firm, soft-touch yet just the right amount
of hardness: this sexy Double Dong ticks
all the right boxes.
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Lovehoney B2B are shipping

new Happy Rabbit products
POS materials available

Bath, England - Lovehoney B2B are now shipping the latest additions to its popular Happy
Rabbit range, which include the following toys and products: Happy Rabbit G-spot Stroker,
Happy Rabbit Curve Power Motion, Happy Rabbit Realistic Dual Density and Happy Rabbit
Orgasm Gift Set.

A

ll four of these new products are conveniently waterproof and incorporate
all of the powerful sensations the happy
rabbit range has to offer. The Orgasm
Gift Set comprises a silky-smooth silicone
bullet vibrator and luxuriously light orgasm
gel, two of which go hand in hand.
The three new high-tech rabbits all boast
15 different powerful sensations with
varying vibration speeds and patterns.
The G-spot Stroker features a moulded
tip with a G-spot stroking function, whe-

reas the Curve Power Motion helps your
G-spot enjoy satisfying thrusts. The Realistic Dual Density is perfect for those with
a love of a lifelike feel, thanks to its unbelievably soft liquid silicone.To coincide with
the launch of these four new products,
Lovehoney B2B are also offering retailers
exciting promotional assets which include
interactive GIFs, web banners, imagery,
retail leaflets and adverts, all of which are
available on their trade website
www.lovehoneytrade.com

DUSEDO is offering ‘The Seat’
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Take a
seat or get comfy underneath! This beautiful piece of adult furniture by the brand
MOI is designed to give or get the ultimate rim job or (hole) eating experience. The
actual seat part can be put up and down,
like a real toilet seat. The PU-leather, used
for finishing the seat and headrest parts,
makes The Seat look kinky, yet easy to
clean, if necessary. With only 8.5 kg.
this rim seat is light weighted but super
strong. The height of the seat and headrest can be easily adjusted by using the
pinch pins. The rubber hand grips on the
sides offer extra help when trying to sit
tight or just give that extra push down38
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wards. At the same time these can also
be used while underneath, to help stay
in position or do pulls ups when trying to
reach that extra depth with the tongue.
The adjustable backrest is covered with a
foam layer for extra comfort when leaning
backwards, but can also be used for
easy grip to move the seat around and
put it there where it’s needed most. With
the included mounting rod it is easy to
transform this rim seat into a fuck seat,
by releasing the headrest, clicking on the
mounting rod and attaching the compatible MOI Power Engine | Adjustable Fuck
Machine. Both products are available at
DUSEDO.com. 
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Starter Kits and videos for the

latest Dream Toys collections
Tonga

Axel, The Netherlands – Tonga is offering Starter Kits for three new Dream Toys collections.
The Starter Kits contain two of each product from the range, some testers, sell sheets and
multifunctional slat wall toy stands.

A

Starter Kit is a great value for money
deal, enabling shops to display the
new toys in a truly attractive way to the
customers, to try out presentation and to
drive sales at low cost. With POS materials
and sell sheets Tonga provides stores with
all tools to present and promote the new
Dream Toys collections Prestige, Elite and
Aquatic. Prestige – The Prestige collection consists of a vibrator, a duo vibrator,
a wand and a stimulator that will attract
customers with their stylish appearance of
black silicone with a gem as a button. The
strass around the buttons adds bling and
luxury to the high quality toys that have
strong motors and seven vibration patterns
in three speeds. Their packaging shows a
marble background and gold print, in line
with the classy looks of the toys. Elite – The
Elite collection is made of high grade soft
black silicone and has subtle gold coloured

accents giving the toys a sophisticated
look. This collection features seven toys: the
Amélie duo vibrator, the Josephine vibrator,
the Céline wand, the versatile Renée stimulator, the Vivienne panty stimulator, the Juliëtte G-spot vibrator and last but not least
the vibrating penis and scrotum ring with
a gold coloured vibrating bullet called Joël.
Aquatic – The Aquatic toy range is made in
aqua blue silicone. This collection includes
four toys: a stimulator, a lay-on vibrator,
a vibrating ring and a vibrator, equipped
with stylish rose gold coloured buttons and
matching packaging with rose gold print.
All four Aquatic toys are powered by strong
motors that drive multiple vibration patterns
and speeds. They are fully waterproof and
conveniently USB-rechargeable. In the
Aquatic range pleasure embodies beauty
and luxury and the distinct colour and style
will attract attention in any shop.

Wijchen, The Netherlands -SMILE by
TOYJOY is now ready to order at SCALA!
These petite vibes may look cute and
innocent, but they pack a whole lot of
mind-blowing power! SMILE is designed to
make every pleasurable thrill-seeker blissfully happy. The brand new SMILE by TOYJOY collection features 4 trendy, non-intimidating designs: the Make Me Happy

Vibe, Light My Fire Vibe, Love Me Forever
Vibe, and Tickle My Senses Vibe. Each silhouette has its unique skills and thrills, yet
all share a premium quality standard and
modern aesthetics. These USB-rechargeable beauties offer 4 modes of pulsation
and 3 vibration speeds. The SMILE vibes
are also splashproof and made of premium
silicone for a soft, luxurious touch.

SMILE by TOYJOY is ready to order
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XR Brands shipping TAILZ Puppy

Play Kit for convenient roleplay fun
Multi-piece puppy play kit features everything a naughty doggy needs

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands isshipping its brand-new all-in-one Puppy Play Set, the
latest release from the popular TAILZ line.

T

his convenient kit features everything
users need for a fun and satisfying
puppy play experience, including a
premium silicone bone gag, a smooth
silicone tapered Doggy Tail anal plug,
and a vegan-friendly collar with 42.5“
leash. Made with high-quality body safe
materials, the TAILZ Puppy Play Set
makes it easy to get into character with a
complete collection of puppy play essentials, all made of scentless, durable, and
easy-to-clean materials. The collar and
gag are fully adjustable for an optimum fit
and its vegan-friendly materials open the
TAILZ Puppy Play Set to an even broader
kinky audience. “TAILZ collection originally

created to offer an affordable tail line of
roleplay accessories that combined realism and cosplay with anal pleasure, and
we’ve gradually expanded it to include
even more roleplay essentials like this
convenient kit,” XR Brands President Rebecca Weinberg said. “The TAILZ Puppy
Play Set takes it to the next level; it features the same great quality TAILZ products
are already known for combined with the
value of an all-in-one kit that’s accessible
to all experience levels – including those
curious to explore!” The Tailz Puppy Play
Set comes in an eye-catching box that
showcases the products inside, modeled
by both male and female models.

Xgen Products shipping new

Whipsmart Diamond Collection

Horsham, USA – The Whipsmart Diamond Collection has arrived with five new
bondage pieces, and they are shipping
through Xgen.Included in this initial release are dual use buckle cuffs, a spanking
paddle, a collar & leash set, a ball gag
& nipple clip set, and a bed restrain kit.
The Deluxe Universal Buckle Cuffs are
sleek, sexy cuffs made for kinky bondage
play. These comfortable cuffs feel soft
and comfortable against the skin while
securely locking you in place. Connected
by a chain with a clip, the cuffs can be at44
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tached to each other or to other chained
bondage accessories. Diamonds are a
submissive’s best friends as the delectable sensation of the spanking paddle hits
them on their backside. Indulge in the
delightful pleasure of this diamond-textured paddle. Lightly padded, this paddle
features a diamond pattern that not
only stunningly shines, but also delivers
a unique sensation with every smack.
Featuring an attached sturdy ribbon that
wraps around the wrist, this gorgeous
paddle puts you in control of the fun.
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Exclusive new couples

rings by CalExotics
SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and exclusively ready to order at SCALA: the Teasing Tongue Enhancer and Dual Rockin’ Rim Enhancer by CalExotics.

T

hese state-of-the-art cock rings are
packed with thrilling functions and
vibrations, offering knee-shaking pleasure
for both lovers to enjoy simultaneously…
The Teasing Tongue Enhancer uses the
perfect mix of 12 functions of vibration with
a flickering teaser ring to deliver pin-point
pleasure. According to CalExotics, “the
stretchy stimulator ring is made to intensify
pleasure for both beginners and erotic
experts alike.” The brand explains: “The
tight ring maximizes sensitivity and elevates sensation throughout the penis, letting
men enjoy longer, more powerful pleasure.
As you reach the next level of pleasure,

the 12 vibration functions and flickering
tongue-like teaser will leave your lady in a
state of orgasmic bliss.” The Dual Rockin‘
Rim Enhancer features a contoured ridged
teaser, dual enhancer ring, and 2 interchangeable weights. CalExotics: “This dual
enhancer ring is paired with 2 interchangeable weights meant to thrill with every
swing and tug. Use the smaller 30g weight
for a gentle tug and the heavier 50g weight
for sensational swinging stimulation.” This
12-function cock ring is also enhanced
with a sensually ridged clitoral teaser,
which indulges her hot spots with powerful
vibrations and pulsations. 

North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson is
thrilled to announce that their in-house
artist was featured in a profile on Playboy.
com. Anjani Siddhartha has worked for
Doc Johnson for more than 20 years. Her
studio walls are filled with toys she’s created and shapes she’s found that inspire
her. In the article, Siddhartha discusses
her experiences at Doc Johnson. She
talks about how she came to work at the
company and how she’s seen the industry
evolve over decades. She also speaks
to the general mainstream mindset of
sexuality and pleasure products. “The
internet has become the biggest influence
in the industry, as I am sure it is for most

enterprises and life in general,” she said
in the profile. “Now we can go to forums
and see what customers are looking for,
reactions to products, what others are
doing in the same space. We do surveys,
and also have many celebrities endorsing products. It has made the industry
a bit more mainstream.” Siddhartha has
helped lead innovation in the industry,
and her contributions to the company are
incredibly appreciated. “Anjani has been
a massive asset to the company and the
industry as a whole,” Chad Braverman,
COO of Doc Johnson, said. “Her artistic
skill is unparalleled, and we’re so glad
Playboy recognized that.”

Doc Johnson artist featured in Playboy Magazine

Anjani Siddhartha,
Doc Johnson’s
in-house artist
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The mainstream appeal of

E-Ph+Sterile Lubricant Jelly
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New in the SCALA intimate care assortment:
Europharma E-Ph+ Sterile Lubricant.

T

his quality lubricant is grease-free,
translucent, and water-soluble for
quick cleanup. Best of all: its mainstream
appeal makes it a go-to choice for non-intimidating glide, making it a profitable
up-sell item for on-the-counter display.
This lubricating jelly offers a natural
glide and is odorless, tasteless, and free
of irritants. Europharma E-Ph+ Sterile
Lubricant Jelly is particularly suitable for
extra vaginal lubrication and can be used

to combat vaginal dryness. That said, the
lube feels just as smooth and nourishes
when used with toys, and is compatible
with all toy materials and latex condoms.
The new E-Ph+ Sterile Lubricant Jelly by
Europharma has a mainstream packaging
and pharma-style branding, perfect for
in-store presentation. If you’re looking for
a quality lube for natural glide, without any
additives, flavors, or colors: this could be
your perfect transparent match. 

Pipedream unveils state-of-the-art

distribution center in the Netherlands

West Hills, USA – Pipedream Products has
proudly unveiled a streamlined international distribution network that now includes
a state-of-the-art distribution center in
the Netherlands. The result of more than
a year of planning, this new distribution
network is designed to provide customers
around the world more efficient access to
Pipedream’s catalog of award-winning,
top-selling products.
Pipedream’s brand-new Netherlands-based distribution center will help reduce
customer lead times, allowing European
retailers to receive Pipedream shipments
faster and more efficiently. The team is
currently implementing new procedures
and stocking up on inventory to ensure
the company’s top-selling European SKUs
50
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will be available and ready to ship to EU
customers.In addition to this new facility,
Pipedream’s customer service department is being expanded internationally to
provide faster turnaround on all customer
requests. The new Netherlands facility is
ready to begin fulfilling orders and will be
fully operational by August.
“Pipedream has spent more than a year
preparing, planning, and implementing
this game-changing solution and we are
proud to make it official,” Pipedream CEO
Matthew Matsudaira said. “This multimillion-dollar global investment is a significant
part of the company’s transformation,
helping us fulfill our promise to continue
improving our customer partnerships in
tangible, mutually beneficial ways.“
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The Sound reveals quarantine sex habits in new COVID-19 study
www.thesoundhq.com/sex-in-the-time-of-covid-19
Vancouver, Canada - The Sound, a global brand agency specializing in consumer exploration, brand strategy and innovation,
has published a revealing study detailing the sex habits of singles and couples during the recent height of COVID-19.

T

itled ‚Sex in the Time of Covid-19‘, the study
utilized a mixed-methods approach. The
team also utilized a series of virtual conversations, speaking to real people to understand
how their sexual behaviors and beliefs have
been impacted since lock downs took effect
in Canada and the United States. Overall, the
results looked nothing like the intercourse-crazy
narrative painted by sex toy marketing blogs and

TASTEFUL
PLEASURES

FOR PARTNERS
IN LOVE

sexual health influencers. As it turns
out, COVID might not be responsible
for the next Baby Boom after all. “I
think one of the most surprising – and
encouraging – findings was that while
COVID-19 has definitely had a negative impact on a lot of peoples’ sex lives, there’s
no shortage of optimism,” says Annie Pecoraro,
Director of Creative Analytics for The Sound.

LUBRICANTS
WATER BASED

Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH
D-66787 Wadgassen-Hostenbach
T +49 6834 4006-0 . F +49 6834 4006-11
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Doc Johnson is shipping Cory Chase’s

Main Squeeze and Signature Stroker
Hard-case stroker

North Hollywood, USA - Main Squeeze is Doc Johnson’s incredibly successful line of
hard-case strokers molded from porn, cam, and social-media stars. Main Squeeze has
improved on standard hard-case designs by adding a squeeze plate, which allows users to
control the tightness of each stroke.

A

dditionally, Main Squeeze has an
end cap that users can twist to their
preferred level of suction. Porn stars
Sasha Grey, Dani Daniels, Mia Malkova,
Lela Star, and more have already been
made into Main Squeeze toys. Cory
Chase broke into the adult industry
about 15 years ago by posting videos
featuring herself and her husband. Since
then, she’s gone full time, appearing on
and partnering with many adult websites,
usually for MILF-themed content. She
was nominated for “Highly Experienced
Top MILF Performer” at the 2019 Pornhub Awards and won AVN’s 2019 Fan
Award for “Favorite Indie Clip Star.” “I am
excited that my fans will be able to enjoy
a personal experience with me while

watching my videos,” Chase said when
g\etting molded. “Having each of my
holes available is going to be an amazing, interactive experience for my fans.”
Chase has been camming for years, and
like most in the industry, her OnlyFans
account has been a great place for her
audience to keep up with her during
quarantine. She has more than 65
thousand likes on that platform alone,
and is consistently in the top 10 porn
stars on Pornhub.
“We’re so excited to release these Cory
Chase products,” said Scott Watkins, VP
of Sales and Marketing at Doc Johnson.
“She has a large and passionate fanbase, and we know they are going to be
very happy with her strokers.”

Satisfyer Curvy
Wadgassen, Germany - The Satisfyer
Curvy can now be ordered from ST
RUBBER. It stimulates the clitoris with
pressure waves and vibration at the same
time. Curvy is also equipped with the new
Satisfyer Connect App including free use
of all functions. It is waterproof (IPX7),
52
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consists of ABS and silicone and comes
with a USB cable. If you have any further
questions, ST RUBBER’s customer
service will be happy to help under the
telephone number: +49 6834 4006-0 or
simply visit the online shop:
www.strubbi.com. 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Tickle.Life introduces marketspace for sexual wellbeing
www.tickle.life
Wilmington, USA - Only 28% of the population
rely on the web to find information satisfying only
4.1% of men and 1.9% of women.

T

he main cause being lack of comprehensive
information on sexuality, sexual wellbeing,
mental health. To bridge this gap between the
sexual wellbeing industry and the seekers/
explorers, the world’ first discovery platform for
Sex and Sexuality, Tickle.Life has launched its
new discovery-based marketspace making the
most impactful and desirable products for the
seekers. The new platform has exciting new
features and has simplified it for people who
want to explore their sexuality. Tickle.Life offers
a lot more to explore like many more (s)exciting
podcasts (over 1000+), interviews and editorials with the community influencers (over 350+)
through this newly launched platform. Tickle.
Life (https://www.tickle.life/) was created with
an objective to build a platform where people
could find answers, about sexuality and to
break the silos on grounds of gender, race and
sexuality. With the new feature, Tickle.Life is
offering products and services that are recommended by a team of well known experts and
have proven quality. On the journey of the platform, Shakun Sethi, founder and CEO, Tickle.
Life shared, ”what you see today is a hands
on research of visiting 100+ sex toy shops and
organisations, fabricating requirements for different age group family members to identify the
loopholes in the supply industry working closely
with over 350+ sexual wellbeing professionals
and organisations and multiple partnerships
with sex positive organisations and SexTech
industry. And this is just the start.” 
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Virtual showroom opening

at EDC Wholesale

For the comfort and safety of the customers
Veendam, The Netherlands – EDC Wholesale has built a new showroom, which was planned
to open to the public this summer with a big opening event.

D

ue to the COVID19 regulations
and travel restrictions EDC had to
change its plans. The team came up
with an idea to bring the showroom to
the public virtually without anyone having
to travel. The AVN Virtual Vibe was the
first test case to see if it would work to
present the brands and products from
the showroom through an online meeting
channel. “We’ve set up a wall presentation in our showroom as we would have
done at a live expo,” commented Andre
Visser, Sales Director at EDC Wholesale.
“We want to give the customers the experience as if they were meeting with us
in person and show them the products
like we would in a normal face-to-face
meeting. This required some preparations from the team, but we are pleased

to meet our customers in this setup and
see them through the live stream. We
hope to welcome our customers live in
our showroom one day and sit down
with them in the beautiful custom-made bar, but for now we are pleased to
be able to connect with them this way.
Keeping everyone safe and healthy is our
main priority.” The EDC Wholesale team
usually travels the world to visit customers, trade shows, and industry events,
but due to the current restrictions, traveling internationally is not possible and
limited within the EU. Virtual meetings
with industry retailers are the only option
to connect in person safely. The team is
available for a virtual showroom tour in
one-on-one sessions to present all the
brands and products.

SCALA is pumping up the pleasure
with Doc Johnson’s newest release
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contours and make her flower ‘Bloom’.
According to ‘the Doc’, the “automatic
suction cup & vibrator has 4 differentsized, interchangeable heads with soft,
silicone rims made for stimulating the
user’s clitoris, vulva, and nipples. The
cups are designed to follow the natural
curve of a woman’s body, and the
handle is ergonomically designed for
comfortable use…”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and
ready to order at SCALA: the Bloom
Intimate Body Pump by Doc Johnson.
This state-of-the-art vaginal pump lets
any woman ‘pump’ up the pleasure and
activate up to 49 different suction modes
with the simple touch of a button. The
new Bloom Automatic Intimate Body
Pump by Doc Johnson is designed
to perfectly complement a woman’s
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• Mains-powered masturbator
including sleeve
• It can be used with a variety of sleeves
• Variable strokes
• It can be controlled via web browser
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• Compatible with video content from
handyfeeling.com
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Hot Octopuss is launching
a ‘Senior Sex Hub’
www.hotoctopuss.com/seniorsex
London, England - Contrary to popular belief, sexual intimacy and enjoyment is alive and
kicking amongst the over 50s. A recent article by USA Today states: “Many adults aged 6580 are having sex (and most are pretty satisfied)”.

T

he article continues: “Sex is not just
for the young: 40% of U.S. adults
aged 65-80 say they are having sex
— and even more of them, 73%, are
satisfied with their sex lives”, the highest
satisfaction rate out of any demographic. A topic often sidestepped, it turns
out that this demographic is really into
sex, so much so that award- winning,
London-based sex toy company Hot
Octopuss has decided to embrace this.
Today it launches a dedicated hub designed to offer these sex-positive seniors a
sexual wellbeing destination focused on
their specific needs. Leading the charge
and directing Hot Octopuss at every turn

is world renowned ‘Senior Sexpert’ Joan
Price, internationally acclaimed advocate
for ageless sexuality, bestselling author,
and now in-house senior sex expert and
ambassador for Hot Octopuss. As well
as providing candid advice from a world
leading expert, the hub aims to be a onestop-shop for everything senior sex, including in-depth coverage of topics such
as post-menopausal sex, sex with ageing
penises and vulvas, ED, arousal, orgasm
and masturbation, as well as offering sex
toy tips, suggestions and senior reviews.
The Hot Octopuss Senior Sex Hub can
be found at www.hotoctopuss.com
/seniorsex

pjur launches ‚Mini Collection‘
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It is designed to encourage customers
to get to know the diverse range of pjur
products and to help them find the right
personal lubricant for their needs. The
high-quality pjur personal lubricants of the
MINI COLLECTION are ideal companions
for vaginal and anal sex, massages and
masturbation. They provide extra-longlasting lubrication and do not get sticky. All
pjur lubricants are compatible with latex
condoms. pjur med REPAIR glide and
pjur WOMAN Nude are even suitable for
use with sex toys! 
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur is launching a limited-edition Mini Collection in
July 2020 to celebrate its 25-year anniversary. The collection combines four pjur
classics in 10 ml bottles in an attractive
box for customers to try out or rediscover.
The anniversary collection contains the
following products: pjur ORIGINAL, pjur
med REPAIR glide, pjur BACK DOOR
Relaxing Silicone Anal Glide and pjur WOMAN Nude. The limited edition is being
launched to mark the 25th anniversary of
pjur and is targeted at new customers.
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CalExotics releases

new Naughty Bits line
14 playful products ranging from vibrators and wands to cock rings and butt plug

Ontario, USA - CalExotics has released a new line of bedside products that are just as
whimsical and colorful to look at as they are pleasing to the body.

T

he Naughty Bits collection features fourteen products ranging from vibrators
and wands to cock rings and butt plugs.
“It’s not uncommon for people, particularly vulva-owners, to put a lot of pressure
on themselves to achieve orgasm,” said
Dr. Jill McDevitt, Resident Sexologist
for CalExotics. “That’s why I adore the
new Naughty Bits line. When people see
these colorful designs and read the sassy
names of each toy, they are reminded that
pleasure doesn’t have to be stressful at all.
It’s playful and fun!” The Naughty Bits products include: Naughty Bits Bad Bitch Lipstick Vibrator / Naughty Bits Lit Clit Teenie
Weenie Wand neck / Naughty Bits Just
the Tip Bullet Vibrator / Naughty Bits Fuck
You Personal Vibrator / Naughty Bits Fuck

Me Vibrating Fuck Stick / Naughty Bits
Oh My G-Spot G-Spot Vibrator / Naughty
Bits Screw it / Naughty Bits Screwnicorn
Majestic G-Spot Vibrator / Naughty Bits
Party in My Pants Jack Rabbit Vibrator
/ Naughty Bits W.I.L.F. Wand I’d Like to
Fuck / Naughty Bits Butt Balls Silicone
Booty Beads / Naughty Bits Shake Your
Ass Petite Vibrating Butt Plug / Naughty Bits Horny AF Vibrating Cock Ring /
Naughty Bits Ombré Hombre Vibrating
Dildo. “The Naughty Bits collection appeals
to avid pleasure product users and novices
alike,” added Susan Colvin, Founder and
CEO of CalExotics. “And because these
products are so much fun visually, they
make the perfect gift to give at a birthday
party, bachelorette party or just because.

The realistic products from Medical

Silicone now also with vibration
Flensburg, Germany - The realistic dildos
‘Medical Silicone’ from YOU2TOYS are
lifelike penis replicas that are waterproof.
They have a strong suction cup and large
testicles as well. They are seamless, very
flexible and bendy – for pure pleasure. This
pleasure can be increased because there
are now three different vibrator models
with an additional function available.
The ‘Medical Silicone Thrusting Vibe’ has a
thrusting function as well as vibration. The
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‘Medical Silicone Pulsation Vibe’ vibrates
and pulsates. And the ‘Medical Silicone
Rotating Vibe’ stands out because of its
vibration and its rotating pearls. All the vibrators are attached to a remote control via
a wire. The medical silicone is skin-friendly,
odourless, easy to clean, hygienic and
very durable. They are delivered in discreet
packaging and there is a description of the
product in ten languages on the packaging
as well.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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AQUAglide available in August

with discounts of up to 20
JOYDIVISION

Hanover, Germany Original AQUAglide is known as one of the most popular brands for
intimate care and sexual wellness. With AQUAglide, long-time users associate crystal-clear,
pleasantly sensitive and extremely skin-friendly quality.

F

or AQUAglide in the neutral version,
retailers receive a 10% discount, for
the AQUAglide liquid, anal, 2in1, Massage
+ Glide, Stimulation Gel and all fruits 15%
discount and for the AQUAglide Intimate
Shaving & Aftershave Cream a full 20%
discount.The odourless medical lubricant
is perfect for an especially long love play.
The bestsellers produced in Germany are
water-soluble, fat-free and suitable for
condoms. Dermatological tests guarantee
a high skin-friendliness. For those who
prefer taste AQUAglide is also available
in the flavours strawberry, cherry, exotic,
raspberry and vanilla. AQUAglide is
available in a wide variety of packaging
units and also as anal and liquid versions
to meet the most diverse requirements
for use. AQUAglide 2 in 1 and AQUAglide
Massage + Glide (also as lemongrass)
combine effective intimate lubrication with
stimulating massages. The medical lubri-

cants and massage products are perfect
for use on the whole body. In addition,
the innovative combination products
enable detailed gliding massage units.
For all women who love intensive feelings,
the JOYDIVISION international AG has
developed the AQUAglide stimulation
gel for HER. The water-soluble gel with
silky texture increases the sensation of
pleasure and intensifies the orgasm. The
sensitive AQUAglide Intimate Shaving &
Aftershave Cream from JOYDIVISION ensures a gentle shaving result thanks to the
latest antibacterial active ingredients and
particularly gentle formula. The anti-irritation complex of panthenol, licorice extract
and bisabolol soothes the skin in the
intimate area, hyaluronic acid moisturises
and supports the natural regeneration
of the skin. AQUAglide Intimate Shaving
& Aftershave Cream cares and soothes
during and after shaving.

Amina’s Pouch debuts discreet,
designer sex toy storage
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punchy pink, the ERVAH contains three
compartments to fit pleasure accessories
of all shapes and sizes. ERVAH is securely
fastened with an exterior zipper and opens
like a book to reveal its’ secret sections.
The ERVAH measures 19 x 26 x 8 cm.
2007-012

New York, USA - Amina’s Pouch has
announced the debut of their luxury sex
toy storage brand and flagship product,
the ERVAH. ERVAH is a flexible, velvet
bag designed just for storing sex toys in
a discreet manner. Available in fiery red or
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Record sales figures for EDC

Wholesale’s Advent Calendar 2020
Almost sold out

Veendam, The Netherlands - The 2020 limited edition Naughty & Nice Advent Calendar from
EDC Wholesale is almost sold out with a record amount since the first launch of the sexiest

EDC Wholesale launched its first Advent
Calendar three years ago, in a limited
edition, bringing a new design each year
with 24 unique items. The 2020 edition
comes yet again with a new theme which
is all about blue and copper. The company
increased the production of the calendars
to offer double the amount from last year
but is now almost completely sold out,
even before its official launch. “Customers
have pre-ordered the calendar way
in advance,” said Andre Visser, Sales
Director at EDC Wholesale. “This gave
us a good estimate of the demand for
this year, but we could not foresee that
we would be as good as sold out in
July. We are encouraging customers to
pre-order now, even if they only take

small amounts, to be sure of supply by
the time we release the calendar.” This
year the calendar is filled to the brim with
sexy yet unique items that match the
theme. The content is specially designed
in the colors blue and copper, creating a
luxurious collection to fill the nightstand.
The Naughty & Nice Advent Calendar is a
limited edition countdown till Christmas,
with a perfect mix of sexy items for
him and her. The preparations for the
2021 edition is already in full progress.
Customers who have missed the 2020
edition are welcome to pre-order next
year’s edition. The company will not reveal
anything about the 2021 design yet but
stated that it will get a new color theme
and a new look for sure. 

BananaPants
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into the partner. The B.Crush is a slightly
larger version with a sticky base, allowing larger dildos that won’t fit with the
Bumpher to be ‚stuck‘ to the cushion.
These are really clever products and help
make sex more comfortable! There’s
nothing worse than having the hard base
of a dildo being pressed up against your
most intimate area, so these are great
solutions to the problem and are sure to
be very popular.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Chester, England - Playharda Wholesale
has just launched the brand BananaPants. This innovative range brings
comfort and style to users of strap-ons,
helping to make for a smoother, more
enjoyable ride. The Bumpher features a
pocket on one side to place the base of
a dildo in, with a textured surface on the
other. During use, the Bumpher gently
stimulates the clitoris and vaginal area
while the strap-on dildo is being inserted
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The sex toy industry has feelings, too

Wil l th e c o r o n a c r i s i s i r r e v e r s i bl y c h ange th e structures o f th e ero tic ma rket?

Yes

A

s a US citizen who has (luckily!) spent
the entirety of the corona crisis thus
far in Sweden, I‘ve watched the pandemic
course through my home country and my
new, temporary base not far from Stockholm. Though reactions from governments
and the general public vary from drastically
life-changing (like in the US) to pretty much
business as usual (like in Sweden), I still
believe that yes, the corona crisis will
continue to alter our work environment well
into 2021.Without a way to protect staff in
an industry that‘s largely dependent upon
travel and face-to-face interactions, I think
it‘ll be quite some time before our life blood
of trade shows, educational product
trainings, and industry and consumer
events resume. As scary as that may
sound (especially to me, a former, full-time
product trainer who loved plane-hopping
to teach retail staff), some good will still
come of this corona insanity.
Let‘s start with some goods news first – or
at least I‘d consider it a positive change in
the right direction. Those who‘ve been
pining to work almost exclusively from
home will find their time to shine and give
up the exhausting cycle of commuting to a
9-to-5 schedule. Quarantine has proven to
more old-fashioned type employers that it’s
not so scary to let people work remotely;

Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S. Correspondent

The corona pandemic has
had a big impact on the
erotic market. Big trade
shows are not the only
events that have been
cancelled - business trips,
visits to customers, product
training courses, etc. have
all ground to a standstill. Of
course, it didn’t take long for
people to come up with
digital alternatives to keep
things going. So, what will
happen when coronavirus is
behind us? Will we go back
to the old ways of doing
things, or will the new,
digital ways stick? Has
coronavirus changed the
structures within the market
in the long run?

that folks still excel in their jobs and find
creative ways to do so. In turn, a lot of staff
who used to begrudgingly accept their
daily commute and typical work schedule
will see there’s a better way to balance
career, family life, and leisure. They‘ll likely
begin to demand work-from-home options
from current or potential new employers.
Now for a little bad news. I believe
everyone will be staying home on Skype in
lieu of constant trips to visit clients and
industry friends or to attend events, which
are likely to remain canceled into 2021
anyhow. Beyond simply protecting staff
from exposure to the virus, companies
have gotten a taste of cutting costs by
opting for virtual sales trainings and
meetings. As they say (at least in the US),
“you‘ve gotta pay to play,” and playing in
this industry isn‘t cheap. I have a haunch
that those 14-store retailer training tours
requiring multiple hotel and plane bookings
are going to decrease even after the virus
levels off.
Brace yourselves, industry friends, but not
in fear. Now is the time to kick our industry
into a revolution that‘ll have mainstream
heads spinning.
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No
F

irst of all, we should take a moment to
acknowledge how quickly, how effectively,
and how successfully our industry has
responded to the new situation, switching the
focus to digital means of communication to
keep things going. Nobody can tell how long
the current, corona-induced crisis is going to
last, but it is definitely good to know that the
industry has all the necessary tools at its
disposal and knows how to use them in order
to keep this little engine chugging along. Still,
most market players consider this a passing
phase, and many of them have plans to move
away - at least in part - from the aforementioned digital alternatives when things go back to
normal. Why, you wonder? Well, because the
human element, personal contact, and
face-to-face conversations play a tremendously important role in any industry, and
specifically in the erotic industry. Just look at
the popularity of events such as eroFame, the
SHOTS Parties, ThaiFest, the SCALA In-House Experience, etc. Look at how many people
attend those events and how much business
they end up generating in terms of orders, etc.
That is a clear indicator that personal gatherings with all the chats and business talks that
go along with them, cannot be replaced by
digital solutions, numerous and convenient as
they may be. Will we have to adhere to
specific hygiene regulations for some time to

come? Yes, certainly, but if you
look around Europe, hope seems
to be swelling that, when all is
said and done, things will go
back to the way they were before
the pandemic. And who knows,
maybe the corona crisis will even
lead us to appreciate personal
contact and face-to-face
interactions more than ever.
Matthias Johnson,
editor in chief
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GET PROJECTIVE
M a r keting Ma tters
In his monthly column,
Brian Gray from Glasgowbased erotic marketing
agency Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on
all things marketing. After
months of Covid column
writing, he’s determined
to stay positive and talk
about the joys of brand
creation instead.

A

s my last three columns
have been Covid19-focused
I really wanted to write
something more positive
this month. Yes, we’re all
still staggering around trying to make
sense of how we get on with our lives –
and our companies – but I wanted this
month to be different. I really did, believe
me. I could attempt to convey to you my
absolute joy when my hairdresser finally
got to work on my lengthy tresses: the
first time since February. I don’t mind
stating for the record that I look a
darn sight better for it as well. I’ve
also rekindled my long-standing
love affair with Greggs sausage
rolls now that their shops are
open again, but that’s another
story.
But the struggle is real.
Why? Because having
to wear a mask while
shopping is bloody uncomfortable and pretty damn
depressing. Spending 30-40
minutes doing the big supermarket shop and having to wear a
mask for that amount of time is
taking me to the limit, physically
and mentally. Whatever joy
the ‘retailing experience’
once offered, it’s

been eviscerated, regardless of
whether I’m in Harrods, Coco de Mer,
Agent Provocateur or my local Tesco.
I don’t want to be popping in ‘for a
browse’ or mooching around and taking
my time before I purchase something.
Sod that. I don’t want to be spending
one minute longer inside a shop than
I have to while wearing one of those
wretched facemasks.
And I can’t be the only one feeling like
this.
“But no. Be strong Brian, be positive.
Think of something else to write about
this month. Something you’re really passionate about, or something you
enjoy doing.”
Okay. Let’s talk about brands.
Or rather, branding. More specifically,
brand creation.
When I’m not busy with client and other
marketing work, writing my column
here and clowning around with Mrs G in
various capacities, I’m conceiving other
entities that generate additional revenue
streams. Sometimes it’s the creation of
not only a new brand but a, pardon the
pun, brand new category as well, owning
the coveted first-mover position. This in
turn requires the creation of new brand
identities, both textually and visually. And
if I say so myself, I’m good at it (although
after two decades at the marketing
coalface no surprises there).
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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At the outset I’m ascertaining the mission of
a new entity. Why should it exist? What’s its
purpose? What wants or needs is it going to be
fulfilling, and to whom? Even before I’ve gotten
to this stage there will have been some thinking, brainstorming, and research going on. Lots
of it. There has to be a decent justification for
the whole concept before putting one’s everything into it. I’ll be hunting around and identifying clichés, tropes, memes and things like this.
There will be lots of word play, scribbling down
phrases, and keywords that I can bounce off.
I’ll be sniffing around and checking out other
brand identities, seeing what rocks and what
sucks. In other words, total absorption into
whatever market is to be entered.
Among all the required tasks to be completed
and areas of activity, I do have my favourites.
I’m completely absorbed when neck deep in
defining brand personality and positioning. The
former takes me down memory lane to my
MSc classes and Jennifer Aaker’s seminal 1997
work on the dimensions of brand personality
(sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness) and below these the
longer list of discernible traits to be considered

in relation to the brand. Two decades later and
it’s still pivotal stuff.
The fun doesn’t stop there. I’ll be using qualitative projective techniques too. If the brand was
a type of car, what would it be and why? Rinse
and repeat with all sorts of things: restaurant;
animal; ice cream flavour; holiday destination;
the list is endless. Imagine the brand is a party:
where would it be held, what kind of music
would be on, what would the food and drink be
like? What would the people be like? Or imagine the brand is one of the people attending a
party. How would they react, who would they
go and talk to, what food and drink would they
bring along, how would they dress? It’s vital to
not only ask the what’s but the why’s for all of
these questions.
As an aside, it’s no surprise that when using
such techniques with clients, it’s a bit of a
rush: the anticipation of what the results will
be, either from my own thinking, a client’s
own thoughts as to their own company, or the
thoughts of their customers or other audiences. I’ll also be asking what three bullet
points best describe the brand, and what one
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able to instinctively identify what
font will or will not work for a
particular brand and its positioning.

word customers will ideally associate with the
brand (think ‘safety’ with Volvo, for instance).
Furthermore, opinions on the personality of
the brand may completely be at odds with its
visual identity and how the brand engages with
consumers through all touchpoints. If this is the
case, major work is needed.
Once the segmentation, targeting and positioning and a bunch of other things are squared
away, and ‘the big idea’ is solidified there’s the
not small issue of naming this enterprise. And
it’s important to choose it well. In my experience it either comes really quickly or requires
percolation. If this is the case, I don’t put too
much pressure on myself. It will come: in bed,
the shower, walking in the park, wherever
whenever. Trust me: this ain’t my first rodeo.
And this is something that can’t be rushed.
What type of name will it be (written about in
a previous column) and what wordplay does
it lend itself to? I enjoy the process but hard,
brutal decisions have to be made as well for
the greater good.
So, a name has been arrived at. Great: now
let’s get on with the visual identity. As shape
and colour are mentally comprehended quicker
than text, they need to be addressed first. But
I’ll confess right now: I’m a huge font geek,
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Basically, Cliff Notes time, I enjoy
the brand creation process.
A lot. But why is this and why
does it come relatively easily to
me? It’s no surprise that it requires
skills I naturally gravitate towards
and have possessed (consciously
or otherwise) for decades:
researching, identifying, creating,
explaining and communicating. I
genuinely enjoy the work (and no, that doesn’t
mean you can ask me to do the same for
your company for half the price “because
I’ll enjoy it”!).
Furthermore, if you know me by now you’ll
realise that my waxing lyrical about getting
excited about the brand creation process has
also been about giving you some ideas about
it too. I’ve only skimmed the surface so read
Alina Wheeler’s acclaimed book on the subject.
But all this work – the projective techniques,
the personification work – adds so much
flavour to your brand essence. Not only will this
help you commercially, but it’s usefulness for
website content, content marketing and social
media can never be underestimated. It’s the gift
that keeps on giving.
As to my own new brand creations,
perhaps they’ll outlast and outperform good
old Lascivious Marketing. Who knows? That’s
the buzz that comes from business and being
the master of your own (brand) destiny.

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Instagram @lasciviousmarketing
or phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769 and is still
ecstatic with his recent haircut.
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A regular sales approach is simply
not enough anymore

G i s ele Interna tio na l sup p o rts f o reign bra nds in E uro p e

The three founders of
start-up Gisele International know the ins
and outs of the European
market all too well, after
all, they have 15 years of
experience in the sexual
wellness market and the
cosmetics industry.
Operating as a strategic
sales and marketing force,
Lisa Sananes, Anne-Noëlle
Bertel, and Julie Bonnet
use their extensive knowhow to support brands
seeking to increase their
brand recognition and
reach in the European
market. EAN had the
opportunity to talk with
CEO Lisa Sananes to
learn more about
Gisele International.
2
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Two of the three founders of Gisele International have experience in our industry.
Could you introduce your team?

What made you start your own business even in the middle of the corona crisis?
Lisa Sananes: It all started last year when we
were discussing with Julie and Anne-Noëlle
the difficulties a European brand could face
when trying to gain a foothold in the US
market. Apart from just the logistics and
financial issues, what we believed was more
problematic was finding the right salespeople
with a strong local market knowledge when
you are in an unknown and far-away territory.
So we started to investigate the situation in
Europe and we found that the same applied
here for certain brands: We identified a
concrete need for foreign brands to get
access to a sales person/team who would
have a deep understanding of the European
sexual wellness market, as well as the
contacts and the strategic vision to build up
and develop their sales in this region. We
started thinking about how we could translate
our combined expertise into a business offer
for foreign brands and once we saw the need,
we decided to give it a shot.
Starting a new business can be - and is - a
scary thing, but I had the example of Elsa and
Marta from Bijoux Indiscrets, who inspired
me, plus the reassuring feeling that I knew
both Julie and Anne-Noëlle personally as well
as professionally, so I was certain we would
make an amazing if unconventional team. And
then Covid happened. But Covid or no Covid,
life goes on, and we were too far along in our
project to put this on hold. Somehow it was
the perfect timing: Our lives were going to
change anyway, so why not make this change
a global and exciting one!

Lisa: Gisele is co-founded by Julie Bonnet,
sales and marketing expert in both, the adult
industry and the beauty world - six years as
Sales Manager for Decléor and Carita,
three years at Je Joue, and two years as
International Sales Manager at Bijoux
Indiscrets. Anne-Noëlle Bertel: finance and
legal specialist, formerly head of risk in the
banking industry in Luxembourg. And myself,
formerly head of sales at Bijoux Indiscrets.

What is Gisele‘s field of business? What
services do you offer? What is your
philosophy?
Lisa: We like to think of ourselves as the voice
of exclusive foreign sexual wellness brands in
Europe. More specifically, we are acting as t
he strategic sales and marketing force for
selected brands within the European space.
Our tasks consist of developing and
supporting the entire wholesale, retail, and
communication network, and together with
our partners, we build a streamlined long-term
strategy that will nurture brand awareness and
thereby drive organic sales.
Our range of services includes: tailor-made
sales and marketing strategies for each
market, brand education and training,
qualitative prospecting of new business o
pportunities, premium customer service,
short- and medium-term marketing plans,
budget and P&L monitoring, legal and
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“ W E L IKE TO THI NK O F

OURSE LV E S AS THE V O ICE
OF E XC L USIV E FO R E IG N
SE XUAL W E L L NE S S

BRANDS IN E URO P E .”
LISA SANANES

regulatory support... Literally everything that
a brand needs to be fully operational and
successful in Europe.
Like most of the actors in our industry, our
ultimate goal is to see the educational gap
around sexuality disappear and to empower
people to enjoy their intimate lives free of any
kind of taboo and prejudice. So, we act at
our own level, doing what we know best for
brands sharing the same mission.

What tools and instruments do you use to act
as the voice of your partners in Europe?
Lisa: How we operate truly depends on the
brand‘s global strategy and current position
in Europe. Our best tool to act as the voice
of our partnered brands is our network. We
rely on our relationships with key European
partners, distributors, retailers, and sexperts.
Each of them has their unique role and a wide
reach, so by supporting our partners, we are
helping the brands build a stronger presence.

What ‚free space‘ does the market offer
beyond the distribution and sales process?
74

Lisa: Our industry has three very unique
attributes:
- We are offering intimate products. Obviously,
this requires access to more information and
more training compared to other types of
mainstream goods
- We are talking to a target audience that
might be lacking education on the topic. Most
people still don´t know how their bodies work,
what they like, what they don´t like - or they
are afraid to express it.
- The range of intimate products on the market is overwhelming and can be confusing to
most, with similar but different toys, new innovations… The gap between what the consumer is actually ready to buy and the ongoing
innovation in the toy segment keeps growing.
A regular sales approach is simply not enough
anymore. More than ever, a brand needs a
360° approach with a true focus on transparency, extensive support and training,
tailor-made assets, and marketing in order to
efficiently communicate with its customers.

Do you not get in the way of distributors and
wholesalers with your work & services?
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applies globally) to get more educational
content on sexuality, especially feminine
sexuality, and to understand the existing
options for sexual wellness products currently
available. On the other hand, there are always
new products and new actors arriving on the
scene, making the market fiercely competitive
with new, cutting-edge innovations. In this
context, yes, you need clear direct marketing,
communication, and training more than ever.
If you are lagging behind on that front, that will
most probably lead to a slow process of losing
market shares and eventually to the extinction
of the brand.

How will your years of experience in the sexual
wellness market help you with your new tasks?

Lisa: Quite the opposite! Our goal is to optimise our brands’ sell-out so that everyone in
the distribution chain is involved and satisfied.
Clear communication is definitely necessary
right from the beginning to explain how we will
operate together, since it is quite unusual to
have an outsourced sales team. That’s what‘s
happening here, we are at the distributors and
retailers’ service. And we manage to do this
by working hand in hand with the brands and
the full wholesale, retail, and communication
network.

The market has changed a lot in the past
few years. Are the expectations regarding
marketing, communication, sales, etc. also
increasing as a result?
Lisa: Totally! Here again, it all has evolved
together with the market. On one hand, there
is a real urge on the consumers’ part (and this
76

Lisa: As head of sales at Bijoux Indiscrets, I
gained knowledge about the specificities of
each market, referring to all, mature markets,
booming or emerging markets. I learned to
identify the most effective strategies for each
territory and sales channel, the good practices
and potential risks. Entering mainstream
markets even with the right sales and
communication strategy is still a challenge,
but we know how to reach and seduce an
audience. Julie´s expertise in selling
premium toys is also a huge asset for us,
and her unique know-how in the beauty
industry allows us to adapt sales and
marketing techniques to our area of business.

T

Lora DiCarlo and Überlube are the names of
the first two brands you will be working for in
Europe. What makes them a great fit for
Gisele International? What are the criteria you
use to select brands you want to work with?
Lisa: We are not your typical salespeople.
The truth is, we would really struggle to sell
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a product we don´t believe in, and on an
ethical level, we aim to represent only brands
and products that we know are bringing real
benefits to the world. Both Lora DiCarlo and
Überlube are totally in line with our expectations regarding brands and unique products.
Überlube has many years of proving its
excellence and providing the highest quality

level of excellent service in Europe and replicate
the US strategy when it makes sense to do
so. Gisele will not only provide retailers with
extensive marketing support, brand content,
and localised assets, but we will also look for
new business and communication opportunities which will nurture the brand as well as its
network. As for Lora DiCarlo, we have just

“GIS ELE´S P ORTFOL IO W IL L BE FAV OURING QUAL ITY OV E R
QUAN TIT Y A N D W IL L W ORK ONLY W ITH A V E RY L IMITE D
SELECTION OF E XC L USIV E NIC HE BRANDS.”
LISA SANANES

of silicone lubricant with a proper, successful
bottom-up sales approach, and we want to
replicate that in the European market. Lora
DiCarlo is just starting, but we already identify
with the company‘s values and are impressed
by the quality of their products. Finally, the
common DNA between both of them and
us lies in our commitment to constantly
supporting the market at all levels.
On a general note, Gisele´s portfolio will be
favouring quality over quantity and will work
only with a very limited selection of exclusive
niche brands.

What exactly are your plans for these two
brands? What ideas do you want to realise
with Lora DiCarlo and Überlube?
Lisa: Less is more. Überlube has mastered
this concept, becoming one of the leading lube
brands in the US with just one formula. Our
goal with Überlube is to offer the same
78
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finalised the European distribution strategy,
having selected Eropartner as the main distributor in Europe, and we are currently planning
the B2B launch on October 5th with retailers. It
will be an exciting time as the brand is preparing some great promotions and surprises that
will definitely support and animate the network.

Where does the market stand today in terms
of brands? What role do they play? As you
know, opinions differ widely on this issue...
Lisa: My personal opinion is that we are still
quite far from a brand-driven market. With the
exception of a few brands that have invested
a lot of time and money into direct marketing
and that are now famous in certain countries,
the reality is that we remain in a product or
needs-driven market. I truly believe though
that the future will be different and mainly
brand oriented, provided that the level of
sexual education keeps on increasing.
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In which direction is our market heading at the
moment? And which trends will gain momentum in our market going forward?
Lisa: It is hard to tell. We currently have two
major trends, and I believe both are valid
and working: brands aiming to democratise
sexuality by making products affordable to
everyone, and brands betting on premium
tech innovation. My opinion is that both
approaches nurture each other. Affordable
products are opening new doors, reaching a
wider audience and therefore increasing the
desirability of intimate products, while innovative brands keep on bringing more attention
from the mainstream world to our industry and
building its credibility and legitimacy.

What wishes do you have for the next few
years?
Lisa: With everything going on right now, I
simply wish that people will adopt a more authentic and sustainable way of living, based on
human experiences, solidarity, and curiosity.
As for Gisele, I hope we‘ll keep on having as
much fun as we are having right now, all while
hopefully making a small difference in this
world.
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Many people make the deliberate

decision to buy their products at the store
OR I O N Fa c h ge s c h ä f te G m bH i s o p ti m istic a bo ut th e f uture
How has business been in your stores
since the most severe coronavirus
countermeasures were lifted?
Jens Seipp: We reopened our stores
step by step, adhering to the regulations
introduced by the various Länder. I can’t
make blanket statements about the
situation because there are big differences
between geographical regions. Stores
that are closer to borders were still doing
poorly until recently because those borders had been closed. Stores in locations
like train stations and inner cities, that are
usually very busy, are still getting fewer
customers than before. So, we have to
change and adapt strategies based on
location. But on the whole, I’d say the
situation is slowly going back to normal

Jens Seipp, head of marketing
and communications at
ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

Jens Seipp is head of marketing and communications at ORION
Fachgeschäfte GmbH, the largest erotic retail chain in Germany,
and as we interview him about the company’s trials and tribulations
throughout the coronavirus pandemic, there is great relief and
optimism in his statements. Relief because the lockdown period
that was so devastating for bricks and mortar retailers is over and
because there is a return to normalcy. And optimism because the
consumers’ shopping habits were not altered as drastically by the
corona crisis as had been feared. Instead of people exclusively
shopping online, Jens feels that many consumers actually make it
a point to buy products in-store.
82
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If you go to a store today, you have to
wear a mask and maintain a certain
distance to other customers. Are people
okay with that or have these measures
been deterring them from visiting adult
stores?
Jens Seipp: Well, it’s not like those
special regulations only applied to our
stores. They apply everywhere. So,
people definitely understand that these
measures are necessary. If you decide
to go to a store these days – any store,
really – you usually don’t just wander in;
you deliberately plan to go there before
you even leave the house. And of course,
you know that you have to stick to the
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Many people believe that the crisis will end up
dampening consumer confidence because
of the fragile economic situation, uncertainty
about the future, etc. Do you worry that your
customers will be spending less money on sex
toys in the long run?
Jens Seipp: It is still too early to make such
predictions. Right now, we focus on making the
most of the summer months and preparing for
fall and, most importantly, the holiday season.
What I will say, though, is that we feel that
many people make the deliberate decision to
buy their products at the store. They are aware
of the effects of the corona crisis on bricks and
mortar retailing, and they want to do their part
to support local businesses. Which is obviously
something we are very happy about.

Looking back at the beginning of the pandemic,
when did it become clear to you that you would
have to close your stores for a certain period
of time?
84
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Having to close your stores is the worst thing
that could happen to a retail chain? How did
you cope with this situation?
Jens Seipp: It is not like we had a choice. One
of the difficulties - and one that is still giving us
headaches today – was that the various Länder
were kind of all doing their own thing implementing the regulations from the federal level.
We always knew that it wouldn’t do to just
shut down the shops and go home. We had to
come up with IT solutions, check on the stores
on a regular basis. Every day of the the entire
lockdown period, we maintained steady contact with our partners at the individual locations.

E-commerce is regarded the big winner of
the crisis, while businesses that focus solely
on bricks and mortar retailing seem to be the
losers. Do you agree?
Jens Seipp: There are winners and losers in
any crisis. Of course, having to close down our
stores has taken its toll, and we have suffered
significant losses while internet retailers may
have benefitted from increased interest in online
shopping. But now, our stores are open for
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rules. That includes wearing a mask, maintaining a certain distance, etc. Sure, there are
some customers who are deterred by that
because shopping for intimate products can
be less fun when you’re constantly reminded
of the virus, but our sales personnel are doing
their best to make the shopping experience as
pleasant and relaxing as possible.

Jens Seipp: At our headquarters in Biebertal,
we started discussing the various possible
corona scenarios early on. First, we looked
at ways to ensure we’d be able to continue
operations. That included implementing safety
measures weeks before the lockdown was
even introduced. We wanted to make sure that
if an employee got infected, we wouldn’t have
to quarantine the entire staff, so we introduced
varying work shifts. We also had an emergency
plan ready when the decision was finally made
to close stores, so we were able to respond
to the lockdown regulations of the individual
German Länder very quickly.
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Will you move away from bigger investments in
the foreseeable future? Or will you continue to
expand - i.e. open new stores - and modernise
existing locations the way you had planned
before the corona pandemic?

business again, and as I mentioned before, we
see that people support their local bricks and
mortar businesses. That is definitely something
to be optimistic about.

However, experts fear that many consumers
who have discovered the convenience of
online shopping during the lockdown phase will
continue to do most of their shopping on the
internet. Do you not share these concerns?
Jens Seipp: No, I don’t. People were forced
to look for alternative solutions during the lockdown, depending on where they live and how
rigorous the restrictions were in those parts.
For instance, in Bavaria people were encouraged to only live their homes when they really
needed to while in Hesse, regulations were
nowhere near as strict. And right now, everything is slowly going back to a certain degree
of normalcy. Also, let’s not forget that people
have been singing a swan song for the bricks
and mortar trade for years, and we’re still here.
At the end of the day, the consumers decide
where and how they shop, no one else.
86

Jens Seipp: The past months have slowed
us all down and maybe they have also
redefined our perception of the industry and
our business. I am sure most people could
have done without this experience. But that
doesn’t mean we can just sit on our hands and
wait for some divine intervention. You have to
get back in the saddle and work to get your
business back to where it was. In the case
of ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH, we are the
market leader in the bricks and mortar trade for
erotic products, and we have every intention of
still being the market leader - and even building
on that position - in the future. Therefore, we
are busy modernising our existing stores and
searching for promising new locations. For
instance, we only just opened a store in Jena
on July 10. We had been looking for a great
location in that area for a while, and in spite
of corona, the first few days after the grand
opening have been very promising. At present,
we are also working on a new store in
Regensburg, and we are renovating several of
the former Beate Uhse stores which we took
over last year.

So, the corona crisis will change nothing about
the company’s commitment to bricks and
mortar retailing?
Jens Seipp: We are bricks and mortar retailers
through and through, and nothing is going to
change that. Obviously, that doesn’t mean that
we won’t be using digital means to complement and drive business to our stores. This
digital modernisation process is one of our
main goals right now.
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The industry has some catching up to do
Dave B a h r s h e d s l i gh t o n th e p l e a s u r e industry‘ s p ro verbia l blind sp o ts f o r disa bled co nsumers
Disabled sex toy shoppers don’t want your
politically correct pity, nor are they
expecting products that walk on eggshells
around their myriad different needs.
Becoming a more inclusive industry doesn’t
have to include terrifying missteps and callouts. According to Dave Bahr, it’s all about
ditching fear and embracing the unknown.
Bahr is an all-around entrepreneur as an
accomplished author, speaker, stand-up
comedian and accessibility consultant.
Bahr was born blind, and like most people,
disabled or otherwise, has always been
interested in exploring his own sexual
health; a concept that Bahr says is often
assumed to be non-existent for
disabled folks.
After developing a positive rapport with
the BDSM community in Denver, Colorado,
Bahr’s curiosity led him to the sex toy
industry, where he’s since become a
burgeoning figure in advocating for inclusive pleasure retail. Bahr is now offering
his accessibility consulting services to
pleasure-related businesses who seek to
serve all consumers and create an effortless
shopping experience for those with
physical or mental limitations. As Bahr
points out, how can you build a retail space
for disabled customers without getting them
involved in the creation process?
Bahr encourages a visit to his website at
In-sightfulLiving.com for his full story and
consulting services, but in the meantime,
he’s happily given out some free advice
to EAN readers on how to enhance their
brands and meet disabled consumers
exactly where they are.

Dave Bahr is an author, speaker, and
comedian focused on demystifying the
public’s perception of how to interact
with people with disabilities
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How did you first discover your interest in the
sexual health community and sex toy industry?
Dave Bahr: I’ve always been interested in safe
and consensual sexual practice, but I would
say that that interest became more pronounced
when I was in the Denver BDSM scene. As for
the sex toy industry, I’ve only recently gotten involved as an advocate and Usability Consultant.

In conversation with pleasure industry pros
on Facebook, you’ve mentioned a longstanding relationship with the BDSM world.
How well does this adult play space and
supporting community accommodate folks
with disabilities?
Dave Bahr: I’m very passionate about this and
I could write an entire article on it. I would say
that overall, people in this community are very
accommodating. They themselves are a minority
and I, too, as a person with a disability, am a
minority. The word minority is not used as a
pejorative term at all. I have definitely had some
great experiences and have always gone by the
maxim: My Kink Is Not Necessarily Your Kink.
Just like everything else that I do, the key is to
be an advocate for what you want and need.

By contrast, how well is the industry side of the
adult world - like sex toy manufacturers and
retailers - doing in terms of meeting disabled
peoples’ needs? Are current marketing campaigns, product designs and shopping options
inclusive of disabled people or at least willing to
assist them when needed?

Dave Bahr: My personal experience has been
that the industry has some catching up to do.
Inclusion is not what it once was and is expanding. By that I mean that people are beginning to understand and acknowledge subsets
of inclusion, such as persons with disabilities as
people who want and need sexual pleasure just
as much as a person without a disability.
This has been a slow process as there still
seems to be a stigma that people with disabilities either cannot or do not want to have sexual
pleasure. Again, I could write an entire article
on this, but I do feel that the industry is starting to shift. As a self-advocate and Usability
Consultant, I intend to assist in this shifting as
much as I can. It is up to us as persons with
disabilities to speak out for what we need, but
it is also up to the industry to listen and be willing and able to work with us on making things
more inclusive.

Have you experienced any significant events
involving the sex toy industry or overall sexual
health community that highlighted how we’re
still falling short of meeting the needs of disabled people?
Dave Bahr: I cannot speak as a retailer in
terms of conventions and the like. Most of my
experience has been in the online space and
with a few adult stores in my area, which all
have had their pros and cons. The most difficult
part for me as a blind person is knowing what
a toy looks like when I can’t actually hold it in
my hand. This is where captions and alternative
text to photos placed on a website or a social
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Dave Bahr:
1. Never be afraid to ask questions. Chances
are the customer who has a disability is more
than willing to give an answer. Even if you think
it is the dumbest question on the planet (and I
have been asked some very, very dumb
questions which make for great stand-up
comedy material), ask it! It takes a lot to offend
me and I will definitely tell you if I am offended.
2. If you are in the online retail space or have a
website or app of any kind, let a person such
as myself test it for usability. I am a Usability
Consultant by trade. You might create the most
accessible website or mobile app using all
guidelines and criteria, but a screen reader user
and/or other persons with disabilities need to
test it to make sure things work properly. Much
as websites are tested and hopefully conform
to mobile usage on phones and tablets, not all
mobile sites are usable.

More info about Dave and his work
can be found at in-sightfulliving.com

media feed are imperative. Still, the picture that
I paint in my mind of a particular product could
be far different from the product itself.

Are there any sex toy brands out there right
now that are truly “getting it right” in terms of
accommodating disabilities?
Dave Bahr: I would say right now that Hot
Octopuss is doing quite well in this space. They
are attempting to make toys that conform to
people who have mobility and erectile issues
as well. They also are making the buttons on
their remote tactile which helps me know what
button is what.

If you could write a short action list of specific
things that sex toy brands can do to improve
overall inclusivity and accommodation for
disabled people, what would you include?
What can we do better, and how?
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3. If you have a physical store, and I enter your
store and am curious to look at a product,
it would be very nice if you wouldn’t mind
opening the box. It is the only way a blind
person such as myself can tell what a toy
looks like. Otherwise, I just feel a box.
4. Be Open, Be Honest, Be Kind. Try not to fear
what you don’t know, embrace it and learn.

This interview is contributed
by Colleen Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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With Happy Diva, I wanted a more personal,

younger, and trendy look

Dan ny L i n d e n r e v o l u ti o n i s e s th e m a rket f o r lubrica nts a nd intima te ca re p ro ducts

An eye-opening incident at a drugstore inspired Danny Linden to
develop her own line of lubricants and intimate care products that
are geared towards younger women – Happy Diva was born. In our
EAN interview, Danny explains how her opinion on lubricants
changed, what she felt was lacking in the market, and how daunting
it was to quit a safe job and go into business for herself. And since
Danny’s new collection is available exclusively from SCALA,
the team of the wholesale company also chime in to talk about
the allure of Happy Diva.
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Danny, what made you decide to develop
your own line of intimate care products?
Danny Linden: Lubricants never
appealed to me. I associated lubricants
with dryness. A product that you need
or don’t need. And of course, when you
become older you deal with hormonal
imbalances, but even so, I never felt
the urge to buy a lubricant. But at one
point, during a visit at a busy drugstore, a
girlfriend of mine, who was standing next
to a Durex Display, asked me out loud if
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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I needed any Durex lubricants cause this was
the place to buy it. I felt so ashamed she asked
me that question and thought OMG, these
people must think I am old and dry with a libido
that dropped to zero. That I felt ashamed, even
after all those years working in the erotic
industry, made me think. If I felt that way,
there must be more women, especially young
women who probably experience the same
thoughts as I did when it comes to lubricants.
I started to research why women use lubricants
other than the obvious reasons and was
surprised that I never realised that it provided
better sex for them. I had never thought of
that really. But what I did know now, I must
have missed something really good during
all those years. Slowly, the inspiration came to
design packaging that reflected the positive
feeling and outcome of my research. A more
commercial, mainstream, and trendy packaging
that is appealing to younger women as well.
I also talked with women about their physical
discomfort after penetration. You hear little
about that, but many women have a burning or
painful hypersensitive feeling in the vagina after
penetration. A very annoying effect after having
a nice time. That’s why we have launched a
new product that can bring relief to that
problem: the Happy Diva After Sex Gel. A
water-based intimate care product with Aloe
Vera to moisturise and soothe the skin after
penetration. It’s like using an after-sun product
after a day of sunbathing - you take care of
your sensitive skin when needed. This product
has been received very well if you read the
reviews of several blogs. Together with the
amazing Happy Diva Stimulation Gel it’s our
bestseller!

Did you already have experience in product
development?
Danny: I started my career in the erotic industry in 1995 with an erotic & fetish company
called Absolute Danny, till the year 2013. With
4 years of Fashion Academy under my belt, it
was a logical step to design and develop my
own latex clothing and lingerie for the Absolute
Danny label. These fetish designs were sold to
consumers and international retailers.

There are many articles and well-known brands
in this product category. What did you feel was
lacking from the lubricant market?
Danny: You are right, and a lot of people
thought I was mad trying to compete with the
biggest brands ever. It would have been very
arrogant to think I can do so. Trying to compete
was never the issue. I just wanted something
different that could exist next to the big brands
that use a bottle, a logo, and a description.
With Happy Diva, I wanted a more personal,
younger, and trendy look. One customer will
always buy the neutral bottle he or she has
known for years and the other customer feels
more attracted to a new image and naughty
feminine approach.

How long did it take to develop Happy Diva?
Which challenges did you have to overcome?
Danny: About six months in total or so. Things
happen in your mind first, under the shower
or when you cook, etc. Research is the next
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step. After that, innocent playing with ideas and
images on the computer follows. During that
same period of getting inspired, I was working
for ‚Pure Lust‘ in Amsterdam and was proud to
be the manager of their four erotic boutiques.
If I wanted to do something with my inspiration
and to become an entrepreneur again, I had
to make a difficult decision. Giving up a steady
income, extra holiday money, getting paid when
you’re ill, etc. is a big one. Besides that, I am
not 20 anymore. Giving up all certainties and
starting to invest in a new career was the
greatest challenge I’d faced since many years.
After making that decision, I contacted a
female graphic designer I had worked with for a
long time to hear her thoughts and to copy my
designs for future printing or to change things
where needed. When she saw the designs, she
started to work on it but on one condition - she
did not want to get paid. The designs made
her feel happy and gave her a positive boost
working on it. I was flabbergasted. But for me,
it was a sign that I was heading in the right
direction.
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Intimate care products have certain requirements with regard to the ingredients, etc.
How did you meet these requirements? Which
ingredients can be found in Happy Diva?
Danny: It was absolutely imperative to work
with certified specialists who acknowledge
the latest EU guidelines. That is why all our
products are provided with the latest required
certificates. With nine different products, there
are different ingredients obviously.
An interesting ingredient - not to be found in
all of our products though - is glycerine or
glycerol. Most commercial lubricants use these
ingredients. This ingredient is sometimes under
discussion. However, The Kinsey Institute for
Research in Sex, Gender, and Reproduction
thinks there is a lot of negative nonsense
written about glycerine in lubricants. Their
advice to women is to urinate after sex to
get their urinary tract clean again to prevent
bladder infections. They also argue that women
mainly get a fungal infection from certain types
of sex, such as oral sex and not specifically
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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from using lubricants. Bacteria and sugars
in the partner‘s saliva can cause a fungal
infection. Plus, if a woman first practices
oral sex on a man and after that he
penetrates her or if she moistens her
fingers with her own saliva before
masturbating, her own saliva can also
cause a fungal infection. Many people
do not think about that….

What does this target group expect from
the products you offer under Happy Diva?

What immediately catches the eye is the
look and packaging of Happy Diva. Why
did you go for ‚colourful and striking‘?

You have signed an exclusive distribution
agreement with SCALA. Why did you
decide on this strategy?

Danny: As I said before, I choose for a
more personal approach by using female
faces with different looks. Dark skin, light
skin, Asian, dark hair, red hair, blonde hair
and so on. Something for all women to
recognise themselves in. A subject that
is very much alive these days. To achieve
this look and feel, I went for a box instead
of a bottle with label only. The bottles are
pretty cute as well to look at and they
have an easy Press & Play Pump. Customers prefer Press & Play! The goal was to
present a young, fresh, flirty brand with a
naughty twist.

Danny: I was a customer of Scala since
1995. Right now, there are still people
working there whom I know from that
period. Of course, I bought at other
wholesale companies as well, but Scala
was located in Amsterdam. At that time,
you did not order online but dropped by
and did your shopping in person. I knew
Charles, the owner at the time very well,
I rented my office and my house from him.
But that’s nostalgia, this is now,
and in my opinion, SCALA have made
very interesting improvements in the
erotic industry these past years: their
philosophy, the contact with their clients,
their new modern and affordable toys,
and the visible female touch which is so
important these days. All of these things
made SCALA my first choice when
I presented my products. They were
interested and made it clear they
preferred exclusivity. Of course, you think
about the pros and cons but in the end,
I rather build a good relationship with one
great company than little bits and pieces
here and there. They are really supportive,
and we understand each other, that’s a
big plus.

For which target group did you develop
Happy Diva?
Danny: On the front of the box, there is
the label ‘by women for women‘. So obviously, I had women in mind. But... There
is one thing I did not foresee but secretly
hoped for: Many men buy it for their
female partners. It’s a confirmation that
the image of the product conveys joy and
pleasure, naughtiness without confrontation, like your partner needs the product.
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Danny: Most of all, quality! You can have
the cutest packaging ever, but if your
quality sucks, you can forget it. The fact
that women are working behind these
products is a comforting idea for our
target group as well.
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Do you have plans to further expand the Happy
Diva collection or even launch a completely
new line?
Danny: If you are a creative person like me,
your mind is always on. Inspiration is always
there. The only good thing now is because I am
older, I am more careful and think twice before
I let my impulsive character take over. But yes,
there are a couple of future things I am thinking
about. Maybe to expand the Happy Diva label
with my team or starting a brand-new label for
It’s Diva Time! But first things first…

Why does Happy Diva fit into SCALA‘s product
range? There are already many intimate care
products from other brands in the SCALA assortment... What are the strengths and unique
selling points of Happy Diva?
Team SCALA: Happy Diva caters to a different
target audience than the existing brands in
SCALA’s quality line-up. For example, Durex
and S8 are both unisex brands, Mister B is
more directed towards the gay market, and
Shunga and KamaSutra are for couples who
want to add a sensual touch to their
lovemaking. That is exactly why Happy Diva is
the perfect new addition to our assortment, as
it is designed for young women - enabling them
to explore their sexuality with non-intimidating
products.
When Happy Diva did market research,
they realised there are quite a few younger
women who have negative associations with
lubricants and intimate care products, for
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example, lubricants are only for older women
and/or women who suffer from vaginal dryness.
The brand wanted to introduce this younger
audience to the world of intimate care by
branding and packaging the products in a fun,
modern, non-intimidating way. The colourful
and contemporary packaging resembles that
of mainstream products such as make-up and
facial care products, meaning it won’t look out
of place in your bathroom cabinet. Which, for
many women, takes away a bit of the ‘taboo’
of owning erotic lubricants at a younger age.
We feel that this attractive mainstream appeal
is one of Happy Diva’s biggest selling points
- and we predict the brand will entice many
young consumers in a new, non-intimidating,
profitable way.

What criteria are important to you when it
comes to intimate care products? What
requirements do they have to meet to be
included in the SCALA range?
Team SCALA: SCALA is very selective about
adding intimate care products to our line-up,
as we aim to give our customers access to the
best brands, not merely the most brands. That
is why we have several criteria that need to be
met by new brands. These include adherence
to the current European guidelines for intimate
care solutions. The EU has stipulated important quality-standards for drugstore products
to guarantee the safety of the end-consumer.
SCALA fully respects these guidelines and
therefore requires brands to be compliant with
the set EU regulations.
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Secondly, we only accept brands that add
something new and exciting to our assortment,
and the market. With so many lubricants on
the market, we want brands that distinguish
themselves in one way or another – brand that
stand out from the crowd.
Happy Diva meets both of these criteria: It
meets EU regulations, and it has a unique
brand identity that makes consumers take
notice. Plus, Happy Diva enhances the current
SCALA line-up by catering to a specific target
audience not yet addressed by our assortment,
which is always one of our main goals.

How important was it for SCALA to be the
exclusive distributor of Happy Diva? What are
the advantages for you?
100
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Team SCALA: SCALA is very proud to be the
exclusive distributor of various premium brands,
including Happy Diva. This exclusivity is a special
service towards our customers, as it guarantees
unrestricted access to must-have stock and the
hottest new releases. Additionally, exclusivity
also allows us to create a special working relationship with brands; we can use our expertise
to help them maximise their sales potential. For
example, by developing special marketing materials for our retailers, or giving product training
and workshops at retailers’ locations. Exclusivity
is a partnership where everyone benefits: the
customer, the distributor, and the brand.

What potential do you see for the Happy Diva
in the market? What are your expectations?
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“ YOU C AN HAV E THE C UTE ST PAC KAGING EV E R ,

BUT IF YOUR QUAL ITY SUC KS, YOU C AN FO R G E T IT.”
DANNY LINDEN

How big is the collection so far, what products
can be found in it, and are there plans to
expand the collection?
Team SCALA: The current assortment of
Happy Diva, now exclusively available at
SCALA, covers all the popular lubricant
categories. The brand offers a water-based
lube, a silicone lube, an anal lube, a flavoured
lube, and even a trendy vegan lubricant.
Additionally, Happy Diva also has a stimulating
gel for extra arousal and a nourishing after-sex
gel to moisturise and soothe the female
intimate area after erotic play. The body-safe
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formulas are also available in an eye-catching
on-the-counter display - which beautifully
showcases the brand’s best-sellers. We can’t
comment on plans to expand the collection
as this is in the hands of the brilliant Happy
Diva team.

Can your customers count on support in
the form of promotional activities and
POS materials?
Team SCALA: Happy Diva tries to cater to
retailers‘ demands in various exciting ways. For
example, each standard Happy Diva packaging
has instructions in English, German, and Dutch.
However, a sticker with the same instructions in
Spanish, French, and Russian is also included
inside every box. This sticker can be applied to
the exterior of the box to change the language
to your target audience, meaning Happy Diva
truly speaks your language! Furthermore,
Happy Diva has created an eye-catching
display for its products, which is fun, flirty,
and ideal for up-selling the formulas. Place
the Happy Diva display on your retail counter
and slip in one of the brand’s products with
any erotic toy purchase. For more info about
the Happy Diva POS display and/or the rest of
the collection, check out www.scala-nl.com or
speak to your SCALA Account Manager.
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Team SCALA: We expect Happy Diva to do
very well, especially among younger audiences.
The brand has already established itself on
social media channels and is very active in enduser communications. This means Happy Diva
has already reached out to its target audience
and started establishing a fan base, which is
growing larger by the day. Happy Diva’s trendy
aesthetics, targeted branding, and direct way
of communicating and reaching out to the
end-consumer is an exciting, dynamic
approach, especially for a lubricant brand.
This is exactly why we expect this mainstreamfeeling, trendy brand to be a big hit both in-store and online.
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We always like to do

something a bit different at Nexus
M o nique C a rty p resents f ive new p ro ducts f ro m reno wned B ritish bra nd N exu s
Delaying launch dates is never fun, but sometimes, you just don’t have a
choice. In the case of Nexus, the team had planned to release their latest
products in the first and second quarter of 2020, but as with so many other
things, coronavirus quickly put a spoke in those wheels. Now, the wait is over,
and Nexus Director Monique Carty is ready to tell us more about the five new
products in our EAN interview.

Monique Carty,
Director of Nexus

Five new products at once - has the
corona crisis forced you to postpone
product releases in the last few months?
Monique Carty: Unfortunately, due to
China shutting down, our new releases
for quarter one and two were postponed
meaning everything is now launching in
quarter three and four. It was disappointing
and we hate keeping our customers
waiting but the timing has worked as
everything is just starting to go back to
some kind of normal.

How has Nexus experienced the crisis?
Has it changed our market?
Monique: The delay in NPD and the
inability to do shows to sell the new items
is the biggest set- back. However, we are
not alone, and the industry has adapted
by using virtual platforms. Nothing beats
seeing our customers face to face and
getting products in hands, but it’s the
situation we have, and it is working while it
needs to. The way the industry has come
together to overcome any issues has been
amazing. As a business, we have been
very lucky to come out of it unscathed and
in some ways, it has forced us to grow.
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Now for your new products: Gyro Vibe is
a vibrating version of your well-known and
popular Gyro. What else can Gyro Vibe
do besides vibrate?
Monique: The USP of both Gyro’s
is the unique shape. Both have an
ergonomically curved shaft for G or P
spot play and a pivot base for handsfree stimulation. The user simply needs
to sit and gyrate to feel the benefits. By
adding motors in the shaft and base,
we are simply giving the user more
options to enjoy. Both motors can be
controlled independently. giving them 48
combinations of pleasure.

Is it correct that Gyro Vibe is a unisex
product?
Monique: Yes, the shape of Gyro lends
itself to all genders and is specifically
good for G and P spot massage. It’s also
a great toy for those with disabilities. If
the user doesn’t wish to gyrate and use
the toy hands-free, using it manually is
also super easy as the pivot base is large
which enables easy control.
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Revo Embrace is the
new addition to the
Revo family of rotating
prostate massagers

B-Stroker relies on the
same technology as
G-Stroker but combines
it with a different shape

Gyro Vibe is a vibrating version of
the existing Gyro

Fortis – Metall
meets vibration
Quattro – Nexus’
first-ever vibrating
pleasure beads

“ THE WAY THE INDUSTRY HAS
As the name suggests, Revo Embrace joins
the ranks of your Revo line. You refer to this
product as ‘the ultimate prostate massager’ or
even as ‘Holy Grail’. Why makes Revo Embrace
this special?
Monique: Revo Embrace is a hybrid using
elements from two of our best-selling ranges.
The rotating shaft of our Revo range offers
unparalleled pleasure when it comes to
prostate massages. We have then teamed it
up with the vibrating perineum massager and
double cock ring of Simul8 to deliver four points
of pleasure. The double cock ring will keep the
user harder for longer and thus will deliver the
ultimate experience when used alone or with
a partner. Revo Embrace also comes with a
rechargeable and waterproof remote control to
enhance the experience even more. We really
believe Revo Embrace is as good as it can get
when it comes to prostate massage.

Revo Embrace combines elements of the Revo
line as well as the Simul8 line - how hard was it
to forge these elements into a new product?

C OME TOGE THE R TO OV E RC OM E

ANY ISSUE S HAS BE E N AMAZING .”
MONIQUE CARTY

Monique: Aesthetically, it was easy. However,
combining rotation and vibration into a small
space that also needs to be flexible is no
small feat!

B-Stroker uses the same technology as its
predecessor G-Stroker, but at the same time, it
is very different from that product. What exactly
is new about B-Stroker?
Monique: Simply the shape of the shaft.
B Stroker is a butt- plug whereas G Stroker
is shaped for P and G spot stimulation.
Both have stroker beads in the shaft that
dance up and down to emulate penetration
whilst the base delivers strong vibrations to
the perineum all the way to the tip of the shaft.
Both are remote controlled, rechargeable,
and waterproof.
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Both products - G-Stroker and B-Stroker come with a new packaging design. Why was
this step necessary?
Monique: We felt that the packaging for G
Stroker was too masculine and needed a softer
edge for inclusivity. The launch of B Stroker
seemed perfect timing to give it a face lift. Now
both can sit next to each other in stores and
complement each other perfectly.

“IN THE PAST METAL HAS BEEN EXPENSIVE BUT
WE FEEL WE HAVE BOUGHT A METAL PRODUCT
TO MARKET THAT IS VALUE FOR MONEY.”
MONIQUE CARTY

Metal meets vibration – that would make a
fitting description for Fortis. Who is the target
for this aluminum product?
Momique: Metal can appeal to everybody;
it’s just how you sell it. Metal has so many
benefits. The feel against the skin is one but
temperature play is another. Metal will retain
the temperature of hot or cold water if you run
it under water - imagine all the possibilities. In
the past, metal has been expensive but we feel
we have brought a metal product to market
that is value for money. Of course, it had to be
waterproof, but Fortis is also rechargeable and
has 6 functions of vibration to choose from. It is
shaped for versatility and is only limited by the
user’s imagination. I truly believe this product
is a winner for anybody. It’s an investment but
not out of reach and worth every penny.

Monique: We always like to do something a
bit different at Nexus, and vibrating metal was
something we knew was possible but not yet
in the market. It was important to find the right
metal and from then on, we knew we were on
to a winner.

Quattro are the first vibrating anal beads from
Nexus. What can you tell us about this new
product?
Monique: Well, firstly they aren’t just for anal play.
Quattro are pleasure beads and can be used
internally or externally. Again, we have worked
hard to bring to market a product that does
not currently exist. Quattro pleasure beads are
flexible so you can wrap them, pull them or pop
them. There are 6 vibrating functions including
an alternate function which sees vibration dance
from one bead to the next. They are remotecontrolled, waterproof, and rechargeable.

Is Nexus focusing more on unisex products?
Four of the five new products fall into
this category...
Monique: We have always had unisex products
in our range. Our G Play range - G Rider and
Ridge Rider - are marketed as such, but really
any of our anal toys can be used by anyone.

Will retailers have access to POS materials to
promote your new products?
Monique: Product displays will be available,
yes, and we are always happy to work with
stores on bespoke displays.

Metal dildos are a dime a dozen, but vibrating
metal sex toys are rare. Is this combination
difficult to realise?
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Fleshlight has been selling more worldwide

during the pandemic, specially in the EU
M i gu e l Ca p i l l a o n F l e s h l i gh t‘ s c r i s i s ma na gement stra tegy

Let’s take a look back at these past
eventful months - when did Fleshlight
start feeling the effects of the corona
pandemic?
Miguel Capilla: Talking about the EU
factory we were forced to close down by
the Spanish government for eight working
days (the week before Easter). As soon as
we were able to open again, we worked
Saturdays and double shifts for more than
a month to catch up with the incredible
increase in demand during these weeks.
We contacted all customers to inform
them about the situation, but we were
quickly getting back on track to ship the
orders as soon as possible, and I can
proudly say that we were very successful
in that regard.

Did you already sense at that time what
the extent of the pandemic would be?
Fleshlight’s Global Sales Director,
Miguel Capilla

The corona crisis is at the centre of this interview with Fleshlight
Global Sales Director Miguel Capilla. He looks back at the lockdown
period and how his company braved this difficult phase, and he
explains why he believes that the increase in demand for sex toys
during those weeks was not a short-term phenomenon. Miguel also
addresses the ongoing discussion about whether or not the erotic
industry should change its relationship with China, saying that,
contrary to the general belief in the industry, there are great
benefits to not producing exclusively in the Far East.
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Miguel: This has been an incredible
challenge for our entire team as we were
not expecting what happened but we did
our best to adapt to the situation, which
changed every two weeks whenever we
received a new update from the Spanish
government, and we did our best to keep
the business going as usual.

After that, many countries quickly
introduced a shutdown. What did this
mean for your company? How did you
react to this situation?
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Miguel: It was a contradictory feeling.
On one hand, we didn’t know what was going
on and we feared for our employees’ and
customers’ health but on the other hand, we
had to find solutions for every country and
customer in a very short period of time to
keep going. In the end, we even managed to
keep growing our business as we once again
hit a new sales record for the EU location in
June 2020.

During that period, how did Fleshlight support
its partners in the wholesale and distribution
business and in the retail trade?
Miguel: As I said, we called every customer
and sent out a newsletter to keep everyone
informed about the situation in Spain, so we
wouldn’t affect their business. I think we did
well with that strategy when we were forced
to close, and afterwards, we worked hard and
long hours to keep shipping orders and find
quick solutions for our customers. Fleshlight
has been selling more worldwide during the
pandemic, specially in the EU. We are really
proud of the whole team and how they have
adapted to a completely new situation (social
distancing and all that) and shipping more (and
bigger) orders than ever before.

The lockdown forced bricks and mortar stores
to close for several weeks. As a result, one sales
channel of our market was completely shut
down. Was e-commerce able to compensate for
the resulting sales losses for manufacturers and
distributors?
Miguel: In our personal experience, not only
that but we even increased our sales numbers
drastically. We improved our numbers month by
month throughout the pandemic, and there was
also increases compared to the same timeframe

in 2019. For instance, sales March were up 33%
from March 2019, in April, the numbers were up
73%, in May, it was 21%, and 48% in June.

The media were quick to report that the
shutdown was causing an increase in demand
for sex toys. Is that also what you observed?
Miguel: I completely agree, 100%. I was really
surprised, as I had thought this was just going
to be a first push because of the lockdown,
with sales dropping afterwards because of the
economic crisis, but the trend is still going up,
higher and higher.

Which further development does Fleshlight
expect? Will the market for sex toys remain
crisis-proof or will it also be negatively influenced
by a weak world economy and consumer
reluctance?
Miguel: I don´t know what to say about this
issue anymore. I was expecting a decrease
because of the worldwide crisis but in our
personal experience, demand is still growing,
so I am not sure what to say anymore…
We are ready anyways, and we can still
introduce a double shift or even a third shift
at our factory to produce more Fleshlights if
we need to!

Will the corona crisis change our market in the
long term?
Miguel: On one hand, the online business is
clearly growing, on the other hand - at least in
Spain -people are adapting to a ‘new reality’
and trying to go back to our ‘normal lives’, with
certain differences, of course. Still, brick and
mortar stores will be important in the long term,
I think.
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be. Fleshlight is ready to face any issue thanks
of our different locations worldwide. We don’t
depend on one factory and with short lead
times, we are always able to provide product.

The dependence of our market on China has
been much discussed, especially during the
beginning of the corona crisis, when supply and
production chains were interrupted. Do you think
there will be a change in people’s thinking?

Does the crisis accelerate already existing
developments in our market? For example, has
it given a further boost to e-commerce and is it
putting further pressure on the traditional supply
chain?
Miguel: It definitely was a challenge for the
supply chain but as we are manufacturing
everything in Spain, it was easy to adapt to
the new reality: taking care of social
distancing, new daily health protocols for all
our employees… that is the great advantage
of a company manufacturing in different
locations worldwide and not just in China. Our
reaction time to providing solutions is faster
and we can find different solutions for every
single problem we face - also, our lead times
to manufacturing products and shipping them
is shorter so we can respond quickly to every
single situation and problem. As an example,
when Austin, where our US headquarters
is based, was having issues because of the
lockdown, and they found themselves unable to
provide a container to our Australian warehouse,
Spain jumped in to provide that shipment - but
it could also be the other way around if need
112

Miguel: As I explained before, we have checked
and demonstrated that manufacturing solely
in China because of costs is not an advantage
anymore. At Fleshlight EU, we have worked
hard on efficiency during these past years and
now, we can guarantee product availability in
any situation with short lead times and
a competitive price.

Apart from the aforementioned reasons, there
are also other factors that could become more
important in the future - like environmental
protection, resource conservation, fair working
conditions, etc. Given all that, will we see more
production outside of China?
Miguel: I am 100% convinced that producing
outside China nowadays is an advantage. More
flexibility, faster reaction times to any problem,
short lead times (people apparently don’t worry
about the cost of having lots of stock stuck in
warehouses, which we as economists definitely
consider an important cost), and many other
advantages. A lower price per unit doesn’t
mean more profit at the end as there are many
factors to be considered, specially during these
tough and uncertain times. And we don’t know
if the virus will come back strong in autumn. Not
taking a lot of stock and finding a supplier who
can guarantee stock within a few days would be
a smart decision in my opinion.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Making sex toys with heart and love,
that is our corporate philosophy!

D a v idso n Yin p resents th e KISSTOY bra nd

The KISSTOY team

As the name suggests,
KISSTOY’s Man Collection
sees the brand expand
into the segment for
male-oriented toys. EAN
interviewed Davidson Yin,
Global Sales Manager of
KISSTOY, to learn more
about the motivation for
this step, the philosophy of
the brand, and of course
the new products in the
Man Collection.

How long has KISSTOY been active in
the market, and how would you sum up
the corporate philosophy your company
follows?
Davidson: KISSTOY has been active since
2018, together with our company Love
Quartet Electronics Technology Co., Ltd.
We have always believed that a great sex
life can have a huge impact on people all
over the world, both physiologically and
psychologically. And with the help of excellent sex products, we hope to improve
people’s sex life to high degree. We love
our buyers, no matter if you are clients or
consumers. Making sex toys with heart
and love, that is our corporate philosophy!
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What can you tell us about your products?
How many, and what types of products
are there to be found in your assortment?
Davidson: I would be so confident to say
that, with the high quality standard and
affordable prices, our products are perfect
for ladies and gentlemen, including new
users of sex toys. Nowadays, we have
a total of three series: KISS, MAN, and
YOUNG.
KISS is elegant and premium for ladies.
MAN is masculine and satisfying for
gentlemen. YOUNG is for people who
are always curious to try something new.
There are 12 products in total to satisfy
everyone!
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The Man Collection
at a glance

How do you set yourselves apart from the
competition? What makes KISSTOY unique?
Davidson: In my honest opinion, the sex toy
market now is characterized by fierce pricing
competition every single day. With an environment like that, some brands are just looking for
cheap suppliers for assembly of their products,
including the packaging, which is supposed
to protect the product but is often lacking.
KISSTOY is a brand from China, and we have
our own factory but we just focus on our own
brands, meaning we aren’t an OEM. We make
it a point to use the best suppliers (who also
agree with our standards) for all our components, from motors to body-safe silicone, from
li-batteries to packaging. We don’t settle for
anything less than the best. Even though that
increases costs, you can see and feel the difference in the end. We need to be responsible
to everyone who buys our products, no matter
whether it is clients or consumers.

What are the most important parameters for
you? Quality and safety? Design? Functionality? Packaging? Price?
Davidson: The most important thing must be
the quality and safety! Like I said in the previous
question, we need to be responsible.

Which trends and developments have the
greatest impact on your products at the moment?
Davidson: I think it is hard to find good promotion methods for our brand. That makes it hard
to find real long-term cooperation partners.
But we will never give up and we will keep our
brand’s spirit. Things like this interview with
EAN are a great help, and I appreciate this
opportunity very much.

What are the sources of inspiration you draw
from when developing your products?
Davidson: We always want to be creative, to
improve, to make something new – such as our
MAN Series products. Why do sex products
for men always come in dark colours, right?
We use two lively colours to pronounce men’s
passionate life!

Which target audience are you aiming at?
Davidson: As a matter of fact, our products
are most suitable for people from age 25-40.
From people who are just adventurous or
curious about new things, to experienced toy
owners who are more discerning and want
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something that
meets the highest
standards!

Which means of
distribution do you
tap into to get your
products to the
consumers?
Davidson: We are
currently looking
for local distributors & wholesalers in Europe for long-term
collaborations. We can provide them with free
samples, testers, display, videos etc.

KISSTOY has just made a big step into the male
toys segment by publishing the ‘Man Collection’.
How long did you work on these products? How
long did the development process take?
Davidson: Work on our Man
Collection started in January
2019. We spent nearly six
months with research,
design, development, materials, workmanship, and
functions. After all that hard
work, our Man Series finally
launched in July, 2019.

When and why did you
decide to expand your
product range to address
male customers?
Davidson: The
foundation
for our new
concept
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of male products
was laid at the end
of 2018, when
we found out that
there are less sex
products for men
than for females.
We did some
research and
noticed that male
The new Man Collection
toys are playing
sticks out do its eye-c
a very important
atching colour scheme
role in the physical
and mental health
of men. Men need ways to satisfy their needs,
they have the right to enjoy and explore their
sex life. Our Male Collection is aimed at giving
them a healthy, high-quality to do just that! We
are sure that a good male sex product can also
help reduce the male crime rate. Especially
during the quarantine!

How do you explain the growing demand for
toys for men?
Davidson: Men have to deal with a lot of stress
in these modern times - it is hard to avoid being
stressed. But most of them choose not to tell
anyone, it is just like a time bomb and it is a
most dangerous one. I am very happy to know
that demand for male sex products is growing
because that means more and more men can
find a good way to release that stress. Men’s
sexual health should always be considered.

What does your ‘Man Collection’ bring to the
market? What are the unique selling points of
the products?
Davidson: We have a total of five products in
our Man Collection for now, they are:
ORVILLE the finger hole prostate massager –
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Well-fitting and curvy, with strong vibrations for
prostate massages and a finger hole that can
be easily controlled with one finger.
GORDON the remote-controlled prostate
massager – Perfectly curved for anal and
prostate use, wearable, with remote control,
hands-free.
KLEIN the inflatable prostate massager – the
head of the product is inflatable and offers
strong vibrations. Brand new technology for
male sex products!
MARTIN teasing cock ring – very sensitive
teasing vibration on two tips, can be used as
cock ring.
Bowling automatic douche – 3 intensities
of water jets, for anal cleaning and prostate
massages.

How has the response from your customers
been so far?

Why did you decide to explore new ways,
especially in terms of the colouring?

Davidson: We are looking for long term collaborations with distributors and wholesalers in
Europe now, so please feel free to contact me:
Davidson Yin
Email: davidson@kisstoy.com
Whatsapp/ Telegram: +86 188 1909 7225
Website: www.kisstoy.com

Davidson: During the process of product
research, we found that almost all male toys on
the market are black or dark. Yes, black is cool
and popular with men, but why should all male
toys have to be black? We decided to break
the routine, from packaging design to
product colour, we wanted to challenge the
standards! Even though this has increased
the cost, presenting a new concept
colour for male users
underpins male vitality!
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Davidson: Till now I haven’t received one bad
comments, so I think the products do their job
rather well!

Are there plans to expand the collection
further?
Davidson: Sure, we will keep expanding.

Where can the European trade get your
products? Are there distributors and wholesalers you are working with? Or are you doing
business directly with the trade?

What are your plans for the future?
Davidson: Let’s just say our next move is to
cooperate with some famous KOL, with articles
and videos to promote KISSTOY. Apart from
that, we will also attend some of the big
exhibitions. Moreover, KISSTOY will keep
launching new products in the future,
covering all categories of adult products.
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The long-term weaknesses of brick and mortar

stores were exposed during the past few months
Br i a n S l o a n o n h o w th e c o r o n a v i r u s h a s a f f ected h is co mp a ny a nd th e industry
The hardest part for me personally was
working from home where we have an
18-month old!

Now that the situation has calmed down
in many countries, how do you assess
the current development for the erotic
industry in general?

Brian Sloan, the CEO of Very
Intelligent Ecommerce and
creator of the Autoblow brand

The corona crisis has hit
some regions and industries harder than others,
and even within specific
industries, the scope of
the effects varies. For
instance, in the case
of Autoblow, following
a short slump in sales
business bounced back
in an impressive way,
even exceeding last year’s
performance at this point.
EAN interviewed the head
of the Autoblow brand,
Brian Sloan, to explore the
reasons for this success
and the effects - good and
bad - that the current crisis
might have on the erotic
industry as a whole.
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How did you and your company experience the corona pandemic?
Brian Sloan: Everyone in my company
has always worked remotely since I started this business in 2008. My team is all
over the world, including the US, Romania, Brazil, Argentina, Philippines, and several other countries. I think everyone on
the team was happy that they kept their
jobs and nothing at all changed for us in
terms of our working routines. I have been
working from home in Seattle instead of
from cafes nearby. The only real problem
we experienced during the pandemic was
that our third-party warehouse cut staffing
by more than 50% so that the virus didn’t
spread in the warehouse, meaning our
consumer orders took 3-4 days to ship
instead of our normal same-day shipping.
We also had to turn off all express shipping for 3 months.

Brian: I think some of the less organised
businesspeople who owned one or two
stores and did not own underlying real
estate may never be able to profitably reopen. From a brand perspective and an
online store perspective, the pandemic
has provided only opportunities and will
widen the gap between companies who
employee people who are internet-savvy
and those who do not.

Some people consider the erotic industry
to be immune to recession: People
are always having sex, after all. In your
opinion, has this view proved to be true?
Or will the industry at least recover more
quickly?
Brian: During the first two weeks of the
pandemic, our online sales dropped
by 25%. But then suddenly we began
to experience months of Christmas
season-like sales which have lasted for
about the last three months and are
continuing today. I think companies in
our industry who have prepared for the
internet age will benefit and companies
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“ I TH I N K COMPA N IES IN OUR IN DUSTRY W HO HAV E PRE PARE D FOR THE INTE RNE T AG E
W I L L B E N E F IT A N D COMPAN IES WHIC H HAV E NOT W IL L PAY THE PRIC E .”
B R I A N S LO A N

which have not will pay the price. I think only
the most organised brick and mortar chains,
especially those with a strong online component, will survive in the long term. The virus will
not change the slow normalisation of sex toys
in all societies and that is great for the industry
as a whole.

less of occasional problems in China, it is an
overwhelmingly stable country with a deep interest in facilitating entrepreneurship for those
who want to open factories, and they have a
long-term interest in being a key manufacturer
in all global trade. I am not worried about our
manufacturing being stuck there.

It has become apparent that the erotic
industry is highly dependent on China for the
manufacturing of its products. Of course, that
goes for many industry, and this dependency
comes as a surprise to no one. But do you
think that people will explore new options in
the future?

The bricks and mortar trade was affected the
most by the measures against the pandemic,
while many online retailers were even able
to increase sales. What role will bricks and
mortar retailing will play in the future of this
market?

Brian: I don’t see this changing. The entire
supply chain and manufacturing knowledge
for producing our type of specialised small
electronics is all in one or two regions in China. It is not possible for a small or medium-sized company to simply move manufacturing
to Vietnam or some other low cost region,
especially when the entire eco-system of
partner factories to produce adult products is
lacking. If I wanted to begin manufacturing in
the United States, I would still need to import
the vast majority of component parts from
China, and all I could do here is assemble
them. It would cost a shocking amount of money to do that and add a degree of complexity
that most companies are averse to. Regard-

Brian: The long-term weaknesses of brick
and mortar stores were exposed during the
past few months, and I think a new wave of
consumers purchased toys online for the first
time during quarantine. A large chunk of people have seen how easy it is to order online
and may begin to prefer the online experience
to the brick and mortar one. There will always
be consumers who prefer to talk to a sales
person and buy offline, but I think the stores
that stay in business will need to offer their
shoppers a higher degree of product knowledge and lower prices than they are used to. It
is not a secret that sex toys cost more money
when purchased in stores and consumers
have accepted it for a long time… but after
months of seeing the “good” prices online,
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consumers may come to reject high offline
pricing. I think this is a key point that offline
retailers should be worried about.

Do you see differences in the geographical
regions where you offer your products, or
were the effects of the crisis similar across
the globe?
Brian: We lost virtually all of our sales to US
stores whom we sell to directly without a
distributor. But the business we did via our
distributors in Germany, Holland, Switzerland,
Canada, and Australia was as strong or even
better than before. Consumers globally changed their behaviour to buy exclusively online
so even though we lost some sales in the US,
we gained even more by selling online and to
our distributors who had good connections
with non-US online shops.

Each crisis also holds a chance to change for
the better. Where do you see this chance for
the erotic industry?
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Last year, Brian
Sloan brought us
the Autoblow AI

Brian: I don’t see anything positive for the
industry as a whole. I only see more profits
in the future for people and companies who
understand how to create brands and create
online demand for those brands, and less profit for distributors and stores who compete on
price, selling products that are available from
multiple vendors.

What goals are you pursuing with your company this year? Have these goals changed
due to the corona situation, or are you staying
on course?
Brian: We are in a development cycle for the
next version of Autoblow A.I. and I believe
we will again be first to implement a certain
new feature to our device. Of course, this
feature is a secret but it is safe to say the
virus has not caused us to change anything
about our growth trajectory; it even may
have accelerated this growth as men have
been masturbating more than they did before
the pandemic.
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People look to Evolved for

what’s new and what’s exciting
Dur i n g th e c o r o n a c r i s i s E v o l v e d p e rseveres with new p ro ducts a nd a n unda unted a ttitude
Raymond Houtenbos isn‘t the kind of guy to let an international pandemic bring his business to a grinding halt.
The entire team at Evolved Novelties is pushing undauntedly through the corona craziness with another handful
of new sex toys. As Houtenbos points out, sometimes you have to take the chance that a new idea will succeed.
As good design would have it, he correctly predicted that these 6 new products would hit all the right spots
for adult businesses and their consumers. The latest additions to the Evolved brand include Black Tie Affair, a
rechargeable silicone cock tie; Four Play, a silicone vibrator set with four interchangeable sleeves; Frisky Finger,
an ergonomic finger vibe with a uniquely attractive design; Glam Squad, a smooth bullet vibe accompanied by
three silicone sleeve options; Put A Ring On It, a dual-stimulator for her with 2 motors,16 functions and a ring
shape that hides cleverly beneath the silicone shaft and glides up and down; and Shape Shifter, a butt plug that
combines inflation and vibration for a comfortable stretching experience. Houtenbos says his team‘s ingenious
ideas, though undeniably sex-techy, aren‘t rocket science. It all comes down to having a good set of ears and
keeping them aimed at consumers‘ lips. While others may jerk their knees and shy away from the spotlight in
the age of corona, Evolved Novelties‘ Head of International Sales lets EAN in on a formula for product launch
success that‘s (nearly) COVID-proof.
Evolved has been pumping out new
products by the truckload (or should I
say pallet-load) this year. How does your
team come up with so many fresh ideas
each month?
Raymond Houtenbos: We do a lot of
brainstorming! Our field reps have their
ears to the ground when it comes to
customer feedback, and that includes
the comments people make about what
they’re looking for. The ‚Black Tie Affair,‘
for example, came out of that type of
customer-listening. People like the super
soft stretchy materials, but sometimes
that’s not enough. They want something
that’s completely adjustable so they can
customize the feel of it. So we brought
that back to the drawing board and sat
down to figure out how we could design
a cock ring that gives you the flexibility
of a drawstring. Then we thought, why
not actually make it a type of drawstring!

Raymond Houtenbos
(Evolved Novelties)
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The inspiration to also make it vibrating,
remote controlled and completely water
submersible came out of the ensuing
round-table discussion. The inflatable
toys we’re introducing lately came out
of trying to solve the issue that people
love a filled-up feeling, but they don’t
necessarily want a big toy upon entry.
Our Shape Shifter is an example of how
we came up with a solution that quickly
became a best-seller – it’s solving the
issues customers talk about in stores,
in chat rooms or even direct e-mails
to the company. Then I have to admit,
sometimes we develop innovation for
innovation sake. The ‚Put a Ring on It‘
vibe, which is super popular now, came
out of the new technology we discovered
with our manufacturers where we could
have a ring that slides up and down the
shaft. We weren’t sure what to do with
that new idea, then someone in the
company suggested it could accompany
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a dual vibe with a butterfly clitoral stimulator.
At first we thought it might just be too much all
at once, but actually people with vaginas love
it because it creates a really unusual internal
sensation they can’t get from any other toy!
Sometimes you have to take a chance that a
new idea will work.

Who did the team have in mind when creating
these new designs?
Raymond: Our target market is people who
love to play, so we’re always thinking about
that person who’s regularly checking out
new products. It’s not a particular age group,
although older people tend to spend more
money, so they’ll invest in a more expensive
toy that has a lot of bells and whistles. For
people on more of a budget, our many-toysin-one options are all the rage. The two we
developed in this category are the “Four Play”
and the “Glam Squad.” They’re both powerful
USB-rechargeable bullets that come with a
variety of silicone sleeves. The shapes and
sizes are really fun to play around with, and
some are quite unique, like the deeply-cleaved
sort of beak shape, and big, chunky upright
bunny ears.

Where did you draw inspiration for the colors,
shapes and functions included? What about
these choices will hit home with your
consumer audience?
Raymond: Inspiration for toys comes from
a combination of meeting the needs of our

“ SO FAR W E

customers, pushing the envelope of what they
expect, and challenging our manufacturers to
come up with exciting new technology. The
inflatables are a great example of that! We
haven’t had them on the market very long,
but they’re already gaining traction because
they’re not only something new, they also
solve an issue that many people have, that is,
bulky entry. So I think what
hits home with consumer
audiences is when they
HAV E
can see the value of a toy
in a few different ways.

NOT BE E N W ORKING

W ITH INFL UE NC E RS,

UNL E SS YOU C OUNT THE
INC RE DIBL E STAFF AT

Which products from your
latest releases have been
the best sellers so far?

STORE S AROUND THE
W ORL D!”

R AY M O N D H O U T E N B O S

Raymond: All the products
I’ve mentioned so far are
best-sellers for us right now,
but I should also mention
the Frisky Finger. That’s kind
of a next-level finger vibe
with a wide, thick, flat surface. It’s round, but
it also comes to a point for precision. It’s a
simple twist on an
old classic, and so far people are loving it.
The submersible factor always helps too! Toys
you can take into the bath with you have that
extra allure.

Prior to all the corona shut-downs, you had
the opportunity to show off some of these
new products for customers. What were their
favorites?
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Raymond: It’s always fun to show the inflatables! People’s eyes light up when you push
the button and the toy swells up like a balloon
– it’s just fun to watch. And of course, even
more fun to feel. I think that accounts for part
of why it’s a best-seller already. People want
to know what it’s going to feel like, and there’s
only one way to find out, right?

Have you worked with any sexual health or
sex toy influencers to promote these new
releases? What is your plan for education and
promotion?

Raymond: We’re known as innovators.
People look to Evolved for what’s new and
what’s exciting when it comes to pairing
technology with high concept ideas. It’s that
combination of never-seen-before mechanics
with elegant design that gets people excited.
It’s one thing to have a great idea, but if you
can execute it beautifully, then that’s the one
people will choose, time and time again.
We believe that’s the future of toys – keeping
that balance and always moving forward to
anticipate new desires.

Raymond: So far we have not been
working with influencers, unless you count
the incredible staff at stores around the world!
They are very well-educated about our toys
and technology and we rely on them to get
our message across. That’s why we offer free
trainings on all our products worldwide.

Looking at the trends that inspired these new
toys, what do you think this line says about
the future of sex toy design and consumer
demands? What are people seeking from the
Evolved family of brands right now, and how
might that evolve in the future?
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This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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PureSan is a cleaning pouch which uses powerful

UV-C LEDs to kill bacteria, viruses and mold
A nn e Wu bbe l s p r e s e n ts a n e f f e c ti v e sterilisa tio n meth o d f o r sex to ys
It only takes 90 seconds for PureSan to rid vibrators, dildos, and other
sex toys of viruses, bacteria, and mould with 99.9% effectiveness.
The product looks like a bag, and it includes a special UV-C disinfection lamp to work its magic. Anne Weubels, the General Manager of
PureSan, tells us more about the development and the advantages of
this innovative cleaning product in our EAN interview.

Anne Wubbels,
General Manager PureSan

When did you come up with the idea for
PureSan? How long did development take?
Anne Wubbels: Like any company in our
market we are always thinking about how
we could offer cleaning products in addition to the toys we sell. After learning about
UV-C light as a way to sterilise things we
were instantly interested: Its speed and
99.9% effectiveness seemed too good
to be true. Research made it clear to us
that it would be perfect for sex toys. Its
efficacy is proven again and again: right
now, hospitals are using it to keep shared
keyboards clean, for example.
We quickly realized it would be perfect for
sex toys, period cups and other intimate
products. Everyone wants their toys to be
really, truly clean, but no one likes to use
harsh chemical cleansers because those
aren’t great for your sensitive mucous
membranes.
We spent several months on product
development as we wanted to make sure
that the quality was up to our standards
and that the technology really did what it
promised. Also, we wanted to take our
time to create some striking images and
video, as well as text which appeals to
our target audience.

What is PureSan and how does your
product work exactly?
Anne: PureSan is a cleaning pouch which
uses powerful UV-C LEDs to kill bacteria,
viruses and mould. You put your sex toy
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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“ ON CE P EOP LE

UN DERSTAN D H OW TH E
T E CH NOLOGY WORKS

TH E Y’ RE ALL REA LLY

EA G E R TO T RY IT OUT

A N D MA KE TH EIR LIF E
EA S I E R. ”

ANNE WUBBELS

in the bag, close the drawstrings, and in 90
seconds it is 99.9% percent sterilised. It works
even on really resilient germs which are immune
to heat or antibiotics. Viruses like HPV are
usually hard to remove; research has shown
that even after washing a vibrator with water
and soap, some of the virus is still present.
The PureSan technology works because of the
wavelength of the UV-C light, which is 260280nm. This wavelength effectively destroys
DNA and viral RNA, which kills all microorganisms. It’s an incredibly effective way of targeting
and killing them without damaging anything
else or using chemicals. The sun emits this kind
of light as well, but our atmosphere keeps it
from reaching the earth’s surface.
The same property that makes UV-C so
dangerous to germs makes it almost entirely
harmless to humans: its wavelength is so short
that it won’t penetrate through skin. Long-term
exposure has some risks, so you shouldn’t be
using it to clean your hands, but as long as you
follow the manual it won’t be an issue.

What is the advantage of UV light compared
to conventional methods of making sex toys
sterile?
Anne: Conventional methods of cleaning your
sex toys can be harmful for your toys, or even
worse, for you.
Harsh cleansers or soaps can irritate sensitive
skin or upset the balance of your vagina. This,
in turn, makes you more susceptible to things
like yeast infections. Depending on the material
your toys are made of, cleansers can also
degrade them over time. Many toy cleaners
contain alcohol, for instance, can make many
materials porous and brittle over time.
Heat is another common way to clean intimate
products: boiling your menstrual cup, dildo or
butt plug for a couple of minutes is a great way
to kill bacteria. But because it is a bit of a hassle, many people don’t do it often enough. Many
feel a bit uneasy about putting their sex toys
in a pan or dishwasher, which is also used for
food or dishes. Besides, many sex toys aren’t
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Put the toy in the bag, pull
the drawstrings closed, and
start the 90-second sterilisation
process - easy as can be

waterproof or not built to withstand heat.
UV technology doesn’t use heat or chemicals,
which makes it incredibly versatile. In addition,
it’s portable: you don’t need tap water to wash
your toy or a stove to boil water on, all you
need is the PureSan pouch itself. It comes with
a power bank which will last many uses, so you
can take it along when you go to a festival or
on a holiday. Most people will keep it next to
the bed, though. After use, you throw your sex
toy in, and within 90 seconds it is sterilised. It’s
also perfect for when you want to share a toy
with a partner and want to be sure you don’t
transfer anything!

How effective is this UV technology?
Anne: It is scientifically proven to kill 99.9% of
microorganisms in 90 seconds, at the wavelength and intensity we use. It gets rid of
pretty much everything indiscriminately, including MRSA-like bacteria which cause TSS, as
well as viruses and mould.
For comparison: It’s as effective as wiping
your sex toy down with bleach or ethanol,
but without any harsh chemicals. It’s
significantly more effective than using
soap and water.

Sex toys are known to come in a wide
variety of materials - is this a problem for
PureSan?
Anne: PureSan is safe to use with all materials, but there are a couple of things
to keep in mind if you want it to work
at 99.9% efficiency. Since PureSan kills
germs using a type of light, it is important that that light can reach the surface
that needs to be disinfected. The inside
of the PureSan pouch is covered with
reflective material that bounces the light
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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PureSan uses
a UV-C lamp
to eliminate
microorganisms

around, but if you’ve got a toy with a hidden
interior, the light won’t be able to disinfect that.
Some masturbation sleeves can be turned
inside out to mitigate this problem, but there
are some toys where that isn’t possible.

What feedback have you received so far? Is the
sex toy community willing to go new ways or
does the majority of them stick to chemical toy
cleaners or continue to clean their toys in the
dishwasher?
Anne: We’ve gotten two kinds of feedback
so far: enthusiasm and disbelief. People find it
hard to believe that something so simple and
affordable can do such a good job at disinfecting, but that’s the fun of new technology: it
appears to be almost magical.
Once people understand how the technology
works, they’re all really eager to try it out and
make their life easier. The reviewers and testers
we’ve sent it to have all given very positive
feedback, and for many it’s become something
they use all the time.
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What does PureSan cost?
Anne: Our current retail price is €39.99d

Through which sales channels do you offer
PureSan? Where can the consumer buy the
product?
Anne: We’re currently selling PureSan through
Bol.com, a Dutch online marketplace.

Do you consider offering PureSan through
wholesalers and distributors or will you continue to sell the product directly to retailers?
Anne: Absolutely! We’re already working
directly with some retailers and might consider offering the products through distributors
as well. For inquiries about wholesale, please
email us: hello@mypuresan.com
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This virus has been an equalizer for the world
Ki m Fa u be l , S a l e s D i r e c to r o f COT R , on th e co ro na crisis
COTR is best-known for their b-Vibe, Le Wand, and Cowgirl brands.
Many people also know that the company is based in New York,
which was the first big coronavirus hotspot in the United States. EAN
had the pleasure of talking with Kim Faubel, the Sales Director of
COTR, to learn how the team responded to the crisis and how they
have braved the challenges posed by the pandemic.
The whole world is suffering from the
effects of coronavirus and the erotic market is no exception. To what degree was
COTR affected by the developments?
Kim Faubel: While our sales team has
been working remotely long before COVID-19 nudged the workforce in that direction, we did find ourselves facing new
challenges. Our warehouse is located in
New York, one of the original hotspots for
the virus here in the states. We immediately implemented guidelines set forth
by the CDC and WHO, which included
operating at a fraction of our normal
capacity.

How did you react to the
developments?
Kim Faubel: I think we
all felt comforted by the
fact that our safety and
health had been made
an immediate priority.
Personally, the stayat-home orders took
some getting used
to, however, it was a
prime opportunity to

work on and complete a long list of
projects that we wouldn’t normally have
the time to do. We jumped at the chance
to meet twice a week, on Zoom of
course, and really connected on a
level that we hadn’t before which
cemented this team of individuals as
a real force during some very scary
and uncertain times.

For a long time, the erotic market was
considered largely crisis-proof. Does this
confidence waver, or do you believe that
our market will make it through the crisis
better than others?
Kim Faubel: We saw a lot of physical
shops close down due to the virus, that’s
true. Our partners who had an established e-commerce platform maintained
some semblance of normalcy while the
brick and mortar stores in the States
halted operations. While self-care became
a priority for many people impacted by
the physical, emotional, and mental stress
that a pandemic induces, it wasn’t as
immediate as some may think. We saw a
growth in business as the Stay-at-Home
orders were extended, as folks accepted
they would be home for longer than they
originally anticipated, they appeared to
relax and embrace the concept of making
the most of it. I do believe this market
will come out of this stronger than some
other markets, as consumers put their
wellness – and pleasure- higher on their
lists of priorities.
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The brands of COTR are distributed worldwide.
Are there currently differences in the various
regions or is the crisis having a similar effect
everywhere?
Kim Faubel: I think we did see the wave of
the virus not only effecting the health of people
across the globe, but also the business. Truthfully, people’s well-being has been the forefront
of our concerns, so we did not pressure people
for orders or force new products on anyone.
We regularly checked in with our international partners to check the pulse of how their
respective lives were being impacted, beyond
what we can read about or see on the news.
Globally, it seems most folks were feeling the
same effects as we were, whether their stores
remained open (as in Australia) or they halted
operations. This virus has been an equalizer for
the world.
138

Some brands did even report record sales
during the first months of the crisis through
their online channels. Have you experienced a
similar spike in interest? Is there a product in
your portfolio, that seemed especially suited to
alleviate boredom during a lockdown?
Kim Faubel: We did see an initial increase in
sales, particularly for our partners in e-commerce and through our own direct to consumer channels. People were buying a variety of
products and reporting that they were trying
new things. Our Le Wand Massagers got a
lot of attention and it seems like people were
experimenting with b-Vibe products that had
never done so before.

Alicia Sinclair is not only the founder and CEO
of COTR, but also a certified sex educator.
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What is her take on the effects of social distancing and the lockdown? Will anything change in
the way people live their sexuality?
Kim Faubel (with notes from Alicia Sinclair):
Alicia believes that digital platforms and sex
tech products are helping to bridge the gap of
in personal interactions. From sex toys that
mimic human sensations to digital sex parties
and cam sites, people’s sex lives will organically
shift to what is safe and available.

What are your plans for the rest of
the year? Did you put any new releases
on hold, or can we look forward to new
COTR products within the next months
despite the circumstances?

140
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Kim Faubel: We do have a number of new
items that are going to launch later this year,
and we have already released six new items
since the pandemic forced Stay-At-Home back
in March. Le Wand debuted the Stainless Steel
collection and our first co-branded release, The
Anal Massage & Education Set from Le Wand
& b-Vibe have been doing surprisingly well. We
planned to debut these items in Las Vegas, NV
at the Altitude Show. Despite not being able to
do so, the products have been very well received. We have been, fortunately, largely unaffected with shipping delays. Internally, because
of a shift of priorities here in the States, we did
alter our release schedule slightly, but it had
little to do with COVID-19 and more to do with
where we, as a company and a team, wanted
to focus our intentions.
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The adult industry has been one of

the best industries I have ever worked in
A sp e c i a l a n n i v e r s a r y f o r M e d i a B i tc h
Originally, Nina Saini’s company MediaBitch was focused on the mainstream
realm, until she started working with a client from the erotic market after a
chance meeting 15 years ago. What followed was an intriguing journey that
saw the company getting involved more and more with the erotic industry,
and Nina turning from someone who was completely unfamiliar with the
market into a veritable expert. In our EAN interview, we talk about these
past 15 years and the challenges of adjusting to the changes that shaped
the erotic industry during that eventful period.
Congratulations on 15 years in
our industry! Are you celebrating
this special occasion or are you
rather shocked how fast time has
flown by?
Nina Saini: Thank you so much! I am
shocked...How did I get so old?! And
how did 15 years just fly by? It has been
one hell of an interesting ride so far and
I have loved it. It has been so much fun,
and I have met some amazing people
along the way. The adult industry has
been one of the best industries I have
ever worked in. If I had known this was
a career option when I was younger, I
might have started earlier!

Nina Saini founded
MediaBitch in 2002 and
started working with adult
brands three years later

Can you tell us about your mainstream
activities before we talk about your work
in our industry? What services did you
offer there? And what kind of customers
did you work with?
Nina: Before I launched the company, I
worked in the media industry, mainly in
television production, along with some
work for magazines and radio. In 2002,
142
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I was in between jobs and impatient,
so I decided to launch MediaBitch. Our
aim was to offer bespoke services that
were specific to what the client required;
this is something we still do today. It
was important to us that we offer an
individualist service and not the same
blanket service to everyone.
In the early days, we worked
predominately with contemporary artists.
Our work involved artist management,
organising art exhibitions in the UK and
the US, managing guest lists, arranging
sponsorship, marketing, PR, pricing and
selling art. Our clients included the artist
Storm Thorgerson, who was known for
his artwork in the music industry. He
designed single and album artworks
for bands like Pink Floyd, Muse, Zed
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath and so on. His
most famous and recognisable work is
the iconic image ‘Dark Side of the Moon’
for Pink Floyd.
We also represented musical artists,
securing gigs across venues in London
as well handling PR activity. We had
clients in fashion and entertainment too,
where we combined management with
marketing.
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You founded your agency in 2002 and then in
2005, you first set foot in the adult industry.
What led to this step?
Nina: It was literally a chance meeting. A friend
of a friend invited me to a meeting where
someone was launching a new sex toy and
they asked if I could do the PR and marketing.
I had never done this before so of course I
said yes! The product was The Cone and we
just hit the ground running. As the company
was also new in the industry, it was a fantastic
opportunity to learn how the adult industry
worked together. As that company was small, it
meant that I was also able to learn about sales
and distribution, as well as being involved in
pricing and trade shows. I learnt a lot and met
people who were kind and generous with their
advice and friendship.

How was your impression of the market back
then? How was the it positioned in terms of
marketing, PR, branding project management,
and strategic planning?
Nina: The market was completely new to
me. I didn’t really know much about the adult
industry prior to joining it and I didn’t have
any expectations about it. I do know that

having worked in the media industry and as
a media consumer, that there was not much
mention of sex in the mainstream market.
Although the internet was obviously around,
the information available was not as bountiful
as it is now. Blogs were in its infancy and this
was also the time before social media. Access
to information was limited unless you knew
where to look or who to ask. So back then,
focus initially was on traditional media in shape
of magazines, newspapers, television, and
radio with online magazines following closely
behind. We also targeted specialized adult
magazines. At the time things were changing
but slowly. I remember when I would have
to phone publications trying to sell in a story
around a sex toy and people would just hang
up on me. The great thing now is, that the
same publications have dedicated sex and love
sections within their publications which shows
how sex has become more acceptable in the
mainstream market and how much things have
changed.
When I started working on The Cone, my
challenge was how to get it in front of a
mainstream audience. I believe several things
helped with this. The Cone did not look like
other products that were available at that time,
it was unique in shape and concept. The styling
of the packaging and marketing materials
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were graphic led, unoffensive, cheeky and
fun. We wanted our customers to use their
imagination in the ways in which they could
use the product. We approached promoting
in the same way…with a sense of humour.
The combination of these elements helped
us to reach a mainstream demographic. The
coverage we received for The Cone worldwide
was fantastic and definitely helped build our
relationships with retailers and distributors,
as well as with journalists, sex educators
and bloggers. It created demand from the
consumer and in turn, sales.
However, it was not easy starting out as
newbies. I remember attending our first trade
show where we were told by peers that The
Cone would not be a success. Ironically, even
though the company no longer exists, it is
the one product I get still get asked about 15
years later.

“ I DON ’T KN OW EVERYTH ING, BUT
I TH IN K I’M A FAS T LEA RN ER!”
NINA SAINI

Did you have to throw your ‘mainstream
experience’ overboard or could you incorporate
them into your work for well-known brands in
our industry?
Nina: Over the years, I have done many
different types of job and I have learnt
something from all of them, even the jobs I
hated! Skills are transferable and the skills I
learnt have been super useful. For example,
working in retail has taught me how to
communicate directly with customers and
how to sell, working in the media has given
me a better understanding of what the media
144
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is looking for when it comes to stories, and
handling events has given me hands-on
experience of project managing and looking
at all the details to make something happen.
Experiences like these are important to
incorporate and I have done this when working
with adult brands too. I’ve also continued to
work with non-adult brands, which has been
valuable in bringing a different viewpoint to
what I do with adult brands. It’s important to
be adaptable and to keep learning, especially
as things are constantly changing. I don’t know
everything, but I think I’m a fast learner!

What is the attraction for you to work in the sex
toys market?
Nina: The attraction for me was the challenge!
It was a new market for me, and I didn’t know
much about it. I wanted to see if I could do it.
There are also fantastic people working in this
industry: manufacturers, designers, retailers,
distributors, journalists, bloggers, friends from
other companies, and clients, all of whom have
made me love working in this market. I don’t
think I would have lasted as long as I have if it
wasn’t for the friends I have made along the
way…and the thick skin!

What service do you offer to companies and
brands from our market? For example, what
have you done for The Cone or We-Vibe, who
are among your clients?
Nina: For both The Cone and We-Vibe, I was
part of the start-up teams and I was handling
trade and consumer PR and marketing. As
the teams were small, there was also an
opportunity of being involved in other areas
such as sales, trade shows and consumer
events. The variety of my role was great
because I was able to be involved in different
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ways from working at trade shows and selling,
hosting launch parties, contributing to creatives
such as packaging, manuals, taglines, brand
copy, B2C and B2B materials, and so on. The
experience has shaped my understanding how
the different parts of business need to work
together, and this is key to how I like to work.
I know it sounds obvious, but I do encounter
some businesses that don’t have a plan going
forward of what they want to achieve or they
want to tackle just one part of their business
but not another, although those parts are
intertwined.
As time has gone on, I’ve been able to expand
on my experience and have been able to offer
clients more. For example, with some clients
like Temptation Holidays, the adult lifestyle
travel company, I have been able to work in an
operations capacity across all aspects of the
business which I really enjoy.

It is often said that our market has changed
dramatically in the last ten years. Does that also
apply to the areas in which you are ‘at home’?
Nina: It’s true! Our market has become more
mainstream than it has been previously. In
addition, we have seen the emergence of
relatively recent terms of ‘sex tech’ and ‘sexual
wellness’ which is now often used to describe
the adult industry. This repositioning of our
industry has made it feel more accessible
and more acceptable to the mainstream.
As a result, we are seeing more avenues
open in terms of PR and partnerships. This
is great for the adult industry as we are able
to reach a wider demographic. However,
at the same time, we are facing greater
restrictions in social media and the constantly
changing requirements when it comes to
online algorithms. On the bright side, we are
seeing alternative social media platforms being
developed specifically for all things adult which
146
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is exciting. Going forward, we have to be more
creative and more adaptable to when it comes
to tackling these challenges and incorporating
these changes in our business strategy.
We know more changes are to come. The way
consumers interact with media is changing, we
are becoming more digital. Something that has
been made more apparent during lockdown.
I believe as time goes on, this will continue to
influence the way businesses operate and how
consumers interact with businesses.

“ I DON’ T THINK I W OU LD HAV E

L ASTE D AS LONG AS I HAV E IF IT

WASN’ T FOR THE FRIE ND S I HAV E
MADE ALONG THE WAY…A ND THE
THIC K SKIN!”
NINA SAINI

The rise of social media has thrown the areas
of advertising, marketing and communication
into confusion. How have you experienced this
change? How did you adapt your services to
this change?
Nina: I think social media is a brilliant addition
to advertising, marketing, and communications.
When social media launched, it has created a
link between brands and the end consumer.
For the first time, brands were able to
communicate directly with their customers and
vice versa. Brands were able to reach a wider
and worldwide demographic.
We adapted our services to include social
media strategy. To me, it was a no brainer it
was free to join and the potential reach was
undeniable. On social media, brands can
communicate their identity, their personality.
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It’s not just about what you are selling anymore,
it’s also about what the brand represents and
beliefs they align themselves with. With this,
there needs to be transparency and follow
through. Customers notice when companies are
jumping on the bandwagon of trending topics on
a surface level but not pro-actively implementing
changes on a deeper level. It’s about developing
brand trust. With social media, getting it wrong
can be potentially damaging to a brand as it can
easily become viral, so it is important to be clear
and careful on what you, as a brand want to say
and how you engage.
In the case of online retailers, customers can
now jump online to compare the price of
products, they research, and they search on
social media. Brands need to address why
a customer is going to shop with them and
not their competitors, as well as how they are
represented on public platforms.

Social media activities have long been
considered a kind of wonder weapon in our
market. However, there is also resentment
because certain content is being handled
more and more restrictively. Where do we
stand in 2020?
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Nina and the team of
Big Teaze Toys

Nina: I recently read a quote that sums up
social media; ‘social media is a weapon of
mass distraction’ and as time goes on this
is becoming true. As consumers, we are all
being bombarded with social media content
and sometimes it is hard to cut through it. Not
only is it becoming harder for brands to stand
out, adult brands are also being penalised
when it comes to advertising on social media
platforms. It’s ironic considering our industry
has become more mainstream and yet we are
being targeted when it comes to restrictions
in promoting our businesses. Interestingly, lots
of non-adult brands have recently announced
that they are suspending advertising spend
on FaceBook due to their content policies so
these companies are also looking for alternative
ways to advertise.
Going forward, brands will need to continue to
think of alternative and creative ways to bypass
the restrictions if they want to advertise on the
existing social media platforms. Although this is
not ideal as it is forcing us to censor ourselves,
it is still an option and we do have to remember
that we are still allowed to have social media
accounts as adult brands. We haven’t been
kicked off yet!
Outside of the popular social media platforms,
we know there are more platforms being
launched in the mainstream space so it will
be interesting to see how these compare and
compete. In addition, we know that there are
new social media platforms being developed
specifically for adult brands and consumers
wanting to digest adult content. This is
definitely one to watch!

What do you predict for the next 15 years?
Nina: Retirement! But until then, I hope I will
continue to work in the adult industry.
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Let’s not talk about winners,

we are all losing in this crisis
T he c o r o n a c r i s i s i s a c h a l l e n ge f o r t h e entire industry

Looking back, when did you realise the
extent of the corona pandemic? How
quickly has it affected your business activities? And how did you respond?

At this point, it seems obvious that coronavirus will
continue to have an impact
on our lives for quite some
time. The magnitude of the
situation can also be felt
in our EAN interviews. For
instance, when we talked
with EDC Wholesale CEO
Eric Idema, the main topic
of the interview was going
to be the highly successful
new Advent calendar
presented by the Dutch
distribution company.
But right now, you can’t
discuss anything
business-related without
also examining how it is
affected by the epidemic.
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Your Advent calendar for the coming
Christmas season has nearly sold out
within a very short time after its release.
Is this a sign that things are looking
up again after the crisis and that our
industry can look optimistically into
the future?
Eric Idema: There are several reasons
why the sales of the Advent Calendar
went through the roof. We’ve sold a
record figure, which is partly caused
by the success of the previous two
calendars, the intensity with which we
have been promoting them these past
two years, and the quality of the content,
which was lauded by customers and
consumers. Another explanation is that
we have seen a shift in dating and sexual
behaviour since the beginning of the
corona crisis. There was a higher demand
for sex toys during the lockdown period,
which caused online shops to excel while
brick and mortar shops were struggling.

Eric: It affected our business immediately
after Asia went into lockdown. Our factory
wasn’t allowed to open after the Chinese
New Year, and the workers were put in
isolation. Not knowing how things would
evolve and how long it would take for
them to start production again gave me a
feeling of uncertainty. When the virus started to find its way to Europe, that is when
I realised I had to start making a contingency plan. I started investing in laptops
and IT solutions to keep the staff safe,
letting them work from home. By the time
everybody was set up at home, I was
worried about what was going to happen
to our business and our customers with
brick and mortar shops. But after a week,
I saw our online sales go up rapidly, which
caused new problems: How were we
going to handle all these orders? Fortunately, I had invested in stocking up as soon
as the crisis started in China, so at least
we had enough product to meet the high
demand that we were facing during the
lockdown period.

Many industries have been hit hard by the
corona crisis - how much damage do you
think our industry has suffered?
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Eric: I think it’s too early to answer this
question. We’re still in the crisis and trying
to recover. Shops may have re-opened, but
without visitors and tourists, they won’t have
the daily turnover they had before the crisis.
Not to mention the losses they suffered in the
past months. The actual damage is not yet to
be determined, but I’m afraid that the brick and
mortar shops within our industry are suffering
the worst from this crisis.

Has the crisis only accelerated existing developments in our market or is itso disruptive that it has eliminated long-established
structures and business models?
Eric: I think the crisis has changed many
structures and business models, like trade
shows. Are they still interesting enough to
visit and do we still want to travel the world
for personal contact after the experiences
we’ve had with online communication? Are we
more aware of the risk we’re taking by having
personal contact and how will this change in
the future? Sorry for answering your question
with a bunch of new questions, but I’m wondering the same thing and I have to make these
decisions on a daily base. How do I feel about
a reporter visiting the company and asking for
a tour in the warehouse? Am I willing to take
this risk? I think differently about the way we
should or could interact, we’ve changed our
office structures completely to make it possible
for staff to work in the office again. But as soon
3
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“ THE RE WAS A HIG HE R

DE MAND FOR SE X TOY S

DURING THE LOC K D O WN

PE RIOD, W HIC H C A U S E D
ONL INE SHOPS TO

E XC E L W HIL E BRI CK A ND
MORTAR SHOPS W E R E
STRUGGL ING.”
ERIC IDEMA

as the virus flares up again, we go back to
lockdown and this time we are fully prepared.
This makes me more aware of the choices we
have to make and makes me think twice before
I meet with someone in person. This will change our work habits and undoubtedly, it will also
change business models.

During lockdown, the media often reported that
demand for sex toys had increased rapidly. On
the other hand, it was reported that the consumer climate - which of course also affects sex
toys - had deteriorated dramatically. Is the truth
somewhere in between?
Eric: From our experience, we can say that
consumer behaviour has changed since the
corona crisis. The younger generation is dating
less, having less one-night stands, and masturbate more these days. Which made demand
for sex toys increase significantly during the
lockdown phase. People were forced to shop
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online, even the ones who weren’t used to it.
Now that they have discovered the comfort
of shopping online, it may have changed their
shopping habits for good.

There are winners and losers in most crises.
With regard to our industry: Is e-commerce the
winner and the bricks & mortar retail the loser?
Eric: Let’s not talk about winners, we are all
losing in this crisis. Even the ones who have
benefited financially during the crisis may have
lost something on another level. This pandemic
doesn’t make me feel like a winner when I see
people around me suffering from losing their
businesses or losing family or friends due to
the virus. This has been the most challenging
period in my professional career, even though
we’ve come out okay financially. The choices
I had to make and the nights of sleep I lost
over the uncertainty. No, you can’t win if others
aren’t even in the race. I would like to see
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shopping malls flourish again and seeing
people back in the shops. Brick and
mortar shops have some key elements
that you don’t get when you shop online.
Like personal advice, based on your
personal story. People can feel, touch,
and test the products. This is what makes
brick & mortar retail unique, and it can’t
be replaced by online shops.

Is the corona crisis serious enough for our
industry to rethink its close relations with
China?
Eric: For certain categories, it’s possible
to find a different solution somewhere
else. But at this moment, I believe China
is still the most lucrative country to produce sex toys. Especially when you look
at the developments of the Trans-Siberian
Express. Transport from China is going to
reach us faster, which makes China easily
accessible. That also has its risks, but
we can’t put the toys together the way
they do. Each country has its strengths.
Let’s hope the world has learned from this
pandemic so we can all continue doing
what we do best.
154
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Back to the more pleasant things, namely
your Advent calendar: How has this calendar become so popular?
Eric: Our Advent Calendar is created with
much attention to detail when it comes to
the products inside and the annual theme.
For instance, we use the same colours in
the design of the box and also on the products. The value for money is tremendous
in this product, but we also invest in a
marketing campaign and promotional materials for retailers, and I guess we were
lucky enough to launch this product at
the right moment as people are willing to
spend a little bit more on a nice product
with the right look and feel.

Which products can be found in the
Advent calendar this year? And which
products are suitable for your Advent
calendar in general? What criteria do you
go by when selecting the contents of the
calendar?
Eric: We made a selection based on the
most popular items in the market at this
moment and chose high-quality products
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“ I THINK THE C RIS IS

HAS C HANGE D MANY
STRUC TURE S AND

BUSINE SS MODE L S,

L IKE TRADE SHOWS .”
ERIC IDEMA
By early July, the new Advent calendar
was already nearly sold out

to create a collection of 24 items - a perfect
mix for the most sensual and erotic experience
a couple can have. From massage oil to lube,
a male masturbator, wand massager, and a
couple’s toy. Even a tickler and a blindfold to
take it to the next step. The Advent Calendar is
filled to the brim with elegant toys in dark blue
and shiny copper.

Looking ahead at this year‘s Christmas sales,
what are your expectations?
Eric: For us, Christmas is the best season of
the year, in terms of turnover. Hopefully, we
will have the corona tumults behind us by then
instead of having to deal with a second wave.
Consumer insecurity has reached a high point
at this moment, and I hope the consumers will
have regained their confidence by then so we
can all have a nice and relaxed Christmas,
with many Advent Calendars under the
Christmas tree.
156

Which plans do you have for the months
until then?
Eric: We have just started to visit customers
again, and we are about to finish building our
brand-new showroom, so I’m planning mini
VIP customer events and digital one-onone meetings with customers and a virtual
showroom experience. We are looking for a
perfect mix of online and personal meetings.
We are also investing in the expansion of our
premises and creating extra storage space.
In a few months, we will expand our packing
machine with an extra packing machine, which
will double the capacity of transport-ready
orders per minute. The lockdown gave us extra
time to focus on an upgrade of the wholesale
website, which we hope to launch in a few
months as well as CRM software for
tailored advice.
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In spring, I was sure that Finland would

be in a complete recession this summer
Tap i o R u p p a o n th e e f f e c ts o f th e c o ro na crisis in Finla nd

Tapio Ruppa is
the owner of an
erotic retail store in
Jyväskylä in Finland
and a fixture of the
Finish erotic market.
EAN was curious to
learn how the
northern European
country has coped
with the pandemic
so far and how
coronavirus has
affected the local
sex toy market, so
Tapio was the
obvious choice to
Tapio and Tarja Ruppa in their
store in Jyväskylä, Finland
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ask for an interview.
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We hear and read a lot about how differently
countries are dealing with the corona
pandemic. What is the situation in Finland?
How badly is your country affected by the
corona crisis?
Tapio Ruppa: The situation in Finland is good
and, in fact, things have been better than
in other European countries throughout the
entire pandemic. In March, the government
issued strict guidelines to prevent corona
from spreading, which proved to be the right
decisions. So far, we have gotten through this
quite easily compared to many other countries

In April, many European countries enforced a
lockdown for a few weeks. These measures
also included that bricks & mortar shops had
to close. Was your store affected by this?
What reaction did your customers show?
Tapio: At the turn of March - April, Finland had
the highest number of infections in the Helsinki
metropolitan area, which was isolated from the
rest of Finland for three weeks. All restaurants
were ordered to be kept closed, but other
industries were allowed to keep business
doors open. Admittedly, many shops closed
voluntarily because there were not enough
customers when everyone was scared of the
virus and stayed at home.
We decided to keep the store open during
shortened opening hours, and we always got
a few customers a day because we realised
that people’s sexual activity goes up when
they are home a lot.

There was a lot of talk about the corona crisis
greatly accelerating demand for sex toys. Can
you confirm this?
Tapio: Of course, it had a positive effect.
When people go to work, they are tired in the
evening, then sex is not always interesting,
but when you have to be at home without
activities, the body relaxes and sexuality rises
to the surface more strongly. Interest in sex
toys is growing, people want basic means of
masturbation or try something new and thus
start looking for new toys.

Do you think that your bricks & mortar shop
has lost customers to e-commerce in the
long term?
Tapio: At first, that was my fear, and I was
afraid that people’s buying habits would
change completely and almost all products
would be bought from online stores in the
future. But that’s not how it went. People
want to physically examine products and learn
about their various features. That experience
and service comes is something you only get
in bricks & mortar shops. Now I can say that
the fear of losing customers was unwarranted
– we get more people in the store than usual.

How did the situation develop in May and
June? What do things look like at present?
Tapio: In Finland, the Helsinki metropolitan
area was isolated from the rest of Finland
because there were so many infections
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that people would not have the
money or would not dare to
spend it, but the economy still
seems to be doing as usual,
miraculous as it may sound.
It remains to be seen whether
there will be a worse economic
crisis in autumn or whether
people have overcome their
fear and just try to get back
to the normal rhythm of life
as quickly as possible - of
course within current safety
regulations.

Which lessons have you
learned from the crisis in terms
of your business activities?
in the capital at the beginning of April.
When the isolation ended, something like a
psychological lock opened up, and people
just wanted to enjoy their freedom. Leave their
own four walls, get out, move about freely,
and go shopping at the open shops. Since
May, there have been more and more people
in our shop. Tensions rose in June as people
wondered if the holiday season would increase
the number of infections as people flocked to
domestic vacation destinations because travel
restrictions to foreign countries were still valid.
So far, the infection rates have remained low.

There is a lot of uncertainty, as nobody knows
whether there will be a second wave of infections, or how quickly the economy will recover
from the crisis, etc. Are you worried that this
could have an impact on the consumers’ willingness to visit stores and buy luxury products?

Tapio: This crisis has taught us a whole new
world of thought and at the same time, we
have developed new ways of coping.
We have to be quick in our reaction, for
example, we caught almost all cash flow
when corona started, we reduced our
operations to a minimum, and we made
the working environment more efficient.
This way, we were able to pay 2-3 months of
taxes and other mandatory fees, which we
were still forced to pay off. As the customer
flow increased again, we were able to handle
the same operations at lower cost. Companies
also need to collect the so-called ‘safety
buffer’ money in situations such as this so
bankruptcy does not come as a surprise. It
wasn’t a world war, it was the coronavirus.
Yes, it has changed the world more than any
other event in recent history. But it has also
shown how humanity survives.

Tapio: In spring, I was sure that Finland would
be in a complete recession this summer and
160
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We are going to expand the brand even

more and we are going to sell larger quantities!
SH OT S a n d S w i s s N a v y e x p a n d th e i r co o p era tio n
SHOTS has been distributing products of US brand
Swiss Navy in Europe
since 2015. Given the
success of this collaboration, it is no surprise
that both companies have
decided to continue their
partnership going forward.
Therefore, in this EAN
interview with Oscar
Heijnen (SHOTS) and
Randy Withers (Swiss
Navy), we don’t just ask
them how they started
working together five years
ago but we also enquire
about their future plans.

Randy Withers has been
working together with
SHOTS since 2015

You have been working with SHOTS
for a long time. Do you remember the
beginning of your cooperation?
Randy Withers: Yes, I remember well
the beginning of our cooperation. It was
2015, and I met Oscar for the first time
personally that year in China. SHOTS
was in high gear expansion mode. Scala
was in trouble at that time and SHOTS
was climbing fast.

What was the decisive factor for you to
work with SHOTS as a distributor? What
are the strong points of SHOTS?
Randy: SHOTS has such a great client
base and their sales force has vast
162
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coverage of the market. They have
events allowing brands to work directly
with their clients, allowing us to expand
in the market efficiently.

What criteria are you looking for in
potential distribution partners for foreign
markets?
Randy: Business model is first. Does
the distribution model allow for
interaction and support to flow to the
clients? Next is sales staff and territory
coverage. SHOTS has a fine professional
staff and they do an excellent job of
covering the EU and supplying clients
with the tools to help sell the brand. They
are a pleasure to work with.
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How important is the European market
for your company and your brand?
Randy: The EU is a key market for Swiss Navy.
We have been in the EU for over 10 years now.
We have dedicated a great deal of effort to
growing and prospering in this market. The EU
is the cutting edge of what is considered ‚cool‘.
Coming trends in the market often start here. EU
buyers are some of the most well-informed in
the market. We are honoured the EU community
has recognised our dedication by awarding
Swiss Navy both product and service awards for
our teams EU efforts.

Was it difficult to gain a foothold in Europe as
a US lubricant brand? What role did your local
distributors play in this venture?
Randy: Yes, it was very difficult to come to
Europe with an American lubricant brand. In
the beginning, we had no brand or product
recognition. We faced stiff competition with
dominant established EU (mostly German)
lubricant companies. The competition remains
fierce, however our brand has done well
and now enjoys a loyal following of happy
European Swiss Navy consumers! It has been a
tremendous challenge for us, however we have
enjoyed the experiences with our European
distribution partners. In our time in the market
we learned ‚how‘ to do business in the EU, and
how to build our brand with them.

Oscar Heijnen promises
more additions to the SHOTS
range, both on the third-party
and first-party front

manufacturer/supplier and distributor changed
significantly in recent years?
Randy: For me and our company, the
cooperation has matured. We better understand
the competition and our place in the market.
We have created a network of fantastic
partners who really understand the market, our
brand, and the winning combination of how to
represent it to their clients. We have refined our
message to the consumers, focusing on the
points they value in our products and brand.

What are your expectations regarding your
renewed partnership with SHOTS?
Randy: My expectation for SHOTS is that they
will perform at their usual level of effectiveness,

How has your cooperation changed over
the years? Has the interaction between
163
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Oscar: Firstly, we saw serious demand from
our loyal customer base, and secondly, the
results of a public survey revealed that Swiss
Navy was the best product on the market. The
survey saw 50 people testing approximately
20 different lubricant brands, and the results
came back exceptionally good for Swiss Navy.
This was enough to convince us that this
brand would suit us. It goes without saying
that the best distributor should have the best
brand of lubricant on the market.

productivity, and professionalism when
representing our products and brand. I have
worked closely with the SHOTS team in the past
and look forward to this year and our renewed
commitment to cooperation going forward. A
great partnership!

You have decided against an exclusive
distribution partnership. What are the drawbacks
of working with only one distributor?
Randy: We have a very diverse client base that
we established over 10 years in the market.
After evaluation, we felt that going to a single
distribution partner in the EU is not currently the
strongest way forward for our brand.

How long has SHOTS been offering
Swiss Navy products?
Oscar Heijnen: Just over 5 years now. Our
sales team started to sell and release Swiss
Navy products in February 2015.

What made you decide to include this brand
in your portfolio?
164
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Apparently, you have been successful with
Swiss Navy, since you have now renewed the
cooperation. Are the old conditions still the
same or have you changed the foundation of
the cooperation?
Oscar: The agreement is broadly the same
except for some important details, which, of
course we will keep to ourselves. We are very
satisfied with the new agreement and I can’t
praise Randy Withers enough for tightening
the relationship between Swiss Navy and
SHOTS. The people behind a deal like this are
always the most important, as the personal
touch always makes a difference. A big
THANK YOU to Randy, you are the best!!

How important has the brand been for you so
far and what role will it play in the future?
Oscar. It is a very important brand in this
segment, perhaps even the number one!
Together with Randy, we convey this message
to our customers. At the last SHOTS
Ibiza Trade Show, we saw the sales and
appreciation for the product increase once
again. The customers are really enthusiastic
because they see their own sales figures
grow after they include it in their assortment.
There are still a few customers who haven’t
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stocked up yet and I would like to say to
those individuals: ‚Try it and the customer
reactions will convince you to include it in your
assortment permanently.‘ Or speak to other
retailers, they will convince you.

that this corona crisis is going to throw at us.
Together we are strong!
Your plan together is to increase Swiss Navy‘s
reach in Europe and to achieve growth. What
exactly is your strategy?

Of course, this is a business decision first
and foremost, but to what extent does the
human factor # play a role in whether or not a
cooperation is fruitful?

Oscar: The goal for now is to have each and
every SHOTS customer include Swiss Navy in
their assortment and successfully sell it. For
the majority of customers who already have
it, the goal is to offer the entire range to their

“S H OT S HAS SUC H A GRE AT C L IE NT BASE AND

TH EIR S AL E S FORC E HAS VAST C OV E RAGE OF
TH E MA R KE T.”
R A N DY W I TH E R S

Oscar: If the product is good to very good, the
human factor always makes a big difference.
I also think that this is one of the greatest
successes behind our company. The well-known
‚likeability‘ factor is very important, and our crew
will always have to keep running faster than the
competition to stay ahead. Our customers know
that we are available almost 24 hours a day and
that we will always do our best for them. And it
is the same with our suppliers. We have been
building these relationships for 25 years, and
every year you notice that the SHOTS family is
getting bigger and tighter knit, and I am really
very proud of that. We have arguably the best
team in the industry which makes the company
stronger and more resistant against anything
166
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customers, but that is fairly easy because the
product proves itself. In conclusion: We are
going to expand the brand even more and we
are going to sell larger quantities!
Will we see further growth in the third-party
segment of the SHOTS range this year?
Oscar: For sure! There are few brands that
we do not yet have in our assortment, but
we have expanded at a record pace with
Durex, Earthly Body, Forplay Lingerie, Bijoux
Indiscrets, Orgie, COTR, HOT, EXS Condoms,
Lodbrock, Nuei, Seven Creations, Urinelle,
and Zalo. We are also going full throttle with
new innovations from our twenty own brands
but more about that soon.
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We need to combat the sex-negative,

ageist views that we see everywhere
A co nv e r s a ti o n w i th J o a n P r i c e , ‚S e n io r Sex p ert‘ a t H o t O cto p uss

as if only young, attractive, and healthy
people have sex ...
Joan Price: That’s exactly right. It’s what I
call the ‘ick factor’ — the notion that only
young, firm bodies are sexy or desirable
or worthy of sexual pleasure. I fight this
every day. It’s a destructive belief because
all of us will get old — if we’re lucky
enough not to die young!

For more information about
Joan Price and her books, visit
https://www.joanprice.com

Hot Octopuss have added
to their educational online
resources by introducing
content on the topic of
older-age sexuality. To provide readers with quality
information and meaningful advice, the British
brand turned to Joan
Price for support. Joan is
a writer, speaker and an
outspoken advocate for
ageless sexuality. EAN had
the opportunity to talk with
her about Hot Octopuss’
new ‘Senior Sex Hub’ and
her goal of helping older
people maintain a fulfilling
sex life.

Please, tell our readers about yourself
before we dive into the matter. You call
yourself a ‘Senior Sexpert’. What is that
exactly?
Joan Price: My role at Hot Octopuss is
that of ‘Senior Sexpert,’ which means that
I create blog content and answer reader
questions to help people aged 50 to 80+
enjoy sexual pleasure and navigate their
relationships.
I call myself an advocate for ageless sexuality. I’m an author and speaker whose
goal is to help older people enrich their
sex lives.

Why is the subject of senior sex so
neglected? In the media, it almost seems
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How can we succeed in communicating
this topic in society? Which prejudices,
misunderstandings, and gaps in
knowledge must be overcome?
Joan Price: This has been my work
for 15 years so far! We need to talk out
loud about older-age sexuality, educate
ourselves and our society about how to
make sex enjoyable lifelong, and examine
our own ageist biases. We need to stop
fighting aging or refusing to look at older
people as fully realised human beings.
We need to combat the sex-negative,
ageist views that we see everywhere.

Which are the most common problems
among older people who want to be
sexually active?
Joan Price: I’ve written four books
(https://joanprice.com/books) to answer
that question. To summarize, our bodies
don’t work the way they used to, and
many seniors give up on sex instead
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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The Hot Octopuss Senior Sex Hub can be found at
https://www.hotoctopuss.com/senior-sex/

S
of seeking solutions and work-arounds. Our
relationships may be sexually stale, or we’re not
in a relationship after a death or breakup. We
need more stimulation for arousal. Our erections may not be dependable or even possible.
Our vaginas may not be comfortable with penetration. We’re dealing with medical conditions
and medications that affect our sexuality. Those
are just a few. We need to stop shoving senior
sex into the closet and talk about our concerns,
get help and education, so we know how to
figure out what does work when the old ways
don’t work.

Senior Sex Hub and invited me to collaborate,
I jumped at the opportunity to contribute my
knowledge and expertise.

You have teamed up with the British sex toy
brand Hot Octopuss and together you have
started a ‘Senior Sex Hub’ which can be found
at www.hotoctopuss.com/seniorsex and www.
hotoctopuss.com/dear-joan. What led to this
cooperation?

- Senior blog, with new content about senior
sex that I write each month on topics of
importance;
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Joan Price: It’s one website — https://www.
hotoctopuss.com/senior-sex/ — with two
parts:

- ‘Dear Joan,’ my Q&A where I answer readers’
questions about sex and relationships.
I’m sure most sex toy companies are grateful
for their senior customers, yet their marketing is usually not welcoming to seniors. They
sometimes reach out to me to consult on how
to improve this.

What requirements must sex toys meet to
satisfy the needs of the ‘over-fifties’?
Joan Price: Please see my list of criteria at
https://joanprice.com/2020/07/sex-toyssenior-perspective.html.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 8 / 2 0 2 0
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Joan Price: We’ve long admired each other’s
work. We first connected years ago when I
contacted Hot Octopuss to tell them that their
PULSE ‘guybrator’ worked superbly for penises
with erectile problems. I told them they should
change their website - which pictured only
young people - and include older people, too.
So they did! Since then, we’ve been great supporters of each other’s work. Hot Octopuss is a
company that values seniors and wants to provide helpful information and resources, not just
great products. When they decided to create a

Can you explain what can be found on the two
websites? Is the market for sex toys aware
of the group of ‘over-fifties’? Or is the market
perhaps missing out on a financially strong
target group?
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The Monthly Mayhem has a way of bringing to light fascinating morsels of
information about our interviewees. And our Q & A with Randy Withers, the
International Sales Manager of Swiss Navy, is no exception. For instance,
we learn that Randy used to work as an engineer and a college instructor before
getting into the erotic market. We also find out how that transition came about,
and Randy gives his prediction about the future of the industry.
You are travelling a lot in Europe in your
role as International Sales Manager.
Where do you like it best and what do
you appreciate most about Europe?
Randy Withers: It’s impossible to pick
one place and ‚like‘ it best. Europe is
amazing. A tapestry of cultures and
wonderful historic and scenic sites - I
can’t pick out one place. The people are
what I most appreciate about Europe.
They are special and have a great sense
of respect and appreciation of each other
and the world in general. They seem to
appreciate both the areas they have in
common and the differences between
them. I enjoy them very much.

What was your childhood ambition?
Randy Withers: I dreamed of being a
professional race driver.

How did you get into the industry?
Randy Withers: Quite by chance, really.
I had an injury that retired me from the
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industry career path I was on. After I
recovered and wanted to re-enter the
marketplace, my good friend and current
employer offered me the opportunity
to take a trip to Australia and sell at
the Sexpo with our distribution partner
there… that was September of 2010, and
here I am.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Randy Withers: Probably in the financial
software industry, selling information
solutions.

What was the biggest step in
your career?
Randy Withers: Entering sales! I am an
engineer by training. I was working as
tech support for a financial services and
information company when a colleague
left unexpectedly. I was asked to fill in
the sales role. I saw the opportunity and
made three times my normal pay in my
first month… I was hooked.
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Randy Withers
Que st i ons & A n s w e r s
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?

a walk. Now that we are working from home…
you have to get out!

Randy Withers: On a beach or boat. I hope
to be retired by then.
Who would you consider your role model ?
How do you envision the future of
the industry?
Randy Withers: It’s a very good future indeed.
We are truly a growth industry (couldn’t resist).
The younger people are more than ever in
tune with their body, relationships, and sexual
desires. They will spend to fulfil the needs they
have and the areas they want to explore. The
COVID-19 pandemic has proven the industry
prospers even in troubled times. Online sales
have hit new heights. People can easily get
what they want, and they are doing it. It’s proven
that a satisfying sex life contributes to a happier,
healthier, more productive person. I think the
future is very bright.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Randy Withers: Picking up a set of golf clubs
and taking out a great client. Then closing our
biggest new deal on the 9th hole giving me 9
more holes to enjoy.

Randy Withers: My father. He taught me
business and people. We worked together for
several years and I learned so much. That time
set up the rest of my career.

Imagine you have been asked to award a
medal to someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Randy Withers: The person who invents the
Covid-19 immunization so we can get back to
a more normal world.

Which personal success are you proud of?
Randy Withers: I was a college instructor
for electronics for 8 years. In those years,
I helped over 3500 people in achieving their
goal of working in the electronics industry.

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Randy Withers: I try to find the good in people.

How do you relax after work?
Which vice could you never forgive?
Randy Withers: I live in Florida, so there is so
much to do. Take a bike ride, swim or just take

Randy Withers: Bigotry
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“ I TRY TO FIND

THE GOOD IN PE O P LE .”
R A N DY W I TH E R S

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Randy Withers: India.

Which three things would you take with you to
a deserted island?
Randy Withers: Fishing net, water, and a boat
to get off the island.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Randy Withers: I sing a lot so it could be
anything. Love shower singing. Eagles are
great… how about Victim of Love?

Randy Withers: Elon Musk.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Is there anything you would never do again?

Randy Withers: My Mom.

Randy Withers: Tough question…too many to
pick from.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Randy Withers: I’m single so not sure about
the first one and the movie would be fastmoving action or a thriller.
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If you could swap lives with somebody for a
day, who would it be?

Do you have some good advice you want to
share with our readers?
Randy Withers: Enjoy your life… always.
Don’t ever wait to be happy. Be happy now.
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